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INTRODUCTION, SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The release of over five million cubic yards of coal combustion residue from the Tennessee 
Valley Authority’s Kingston, Tennessee facility in December 2008, which flooded more than 
300 acres of land and damaged homes and property, is a wake-up call for diligence on coal 
combustion residue disposal units.  A first step toward this goal is to assess the stability and 
functionality of the ash impoundments and other units, then quickly take any needed corrective 
measures. 
 
This assessment of the stability and functionality of the Weatherspoon Steam Electric Plant Ash 
Pond is based on a review of available documents and on the site assessment conducted by 
Dewberry personnel on February 22, 2011.  As detailed in Section 1.2.2, there are 
recommendations based on field observations that may help to maintain a safe and trouble-free 
operation.  
 
In summary, the Weatherspoon Steam Electric Plant Ash Pond is rated FAIR for continued safe 
and reliable operation.  Acceptable performance is expected under all required loading 
conditions (static, hydrologic, seismic) in accordance with the applicable safety regulatory 
criteria.  However, the continued presence of large trees and shrubs on the downslopes of several 
embankments leads to the Fair (rather than Satisfactory) rating.  Also minor deficiencies may 
still exist that require remedial action and/or secondary studies or investigations. 
  

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is investigating the potential for catastrophic 
failure of Coal Combustion Surface Impoundments (i.e., management unit) from occurring at 
electric utilities in an effort to protect lives and property from the consequences of a dam failure 
or the improper release of impounded slurry.  The EPA initiative is intended to identify 
conditions that may adversely affect the structural stability and functionality of a management 
unit and its appurtenant structures (if present); to note the extent of deterioration (if present), 
status of maintenance and/or a need for immediate repair; to evaluate conformity with current 
design and construction practices; and to determine the hazard potential classification for units 
not currently classified by the management unit owner or by a state or federal agency.  The 
initiative will address management units that are classified as having a Less-than-Low, Low, 
Significant, or High Hazard Potential ranking (for Classification, see pp. 3-8 of the 2004 Federal 
Guidelines for Dam Safety). 
 
In early 2009, the EPA sent letters to coal-fired electric utilities seeking information on the safety 
of surface impoundments and similar facilities that receive liquid-borne material that store or 
dispose of coal combustion residue.  This letter was issued under the authority of the 
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Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) 
Section 104(e), to assist the Agency in assessing the structural stability and functionality of such 
management units, including which facilities should be visited to perform a safety assessment of 
the berms, dikes, and dams used in the construction of these impoundments. 
 
EPA requested that utility companies identify all management units including surface 
impoundments or similar diked or bermed management units or management units designated as 
landfills that receive liquid-borne material used for the storage or disposal of residuals or by-
products from the combustion of coal, including, but not limited to, fly ash, bottom ash, boiler 
slag, or flue gas emission control residuals.  Utility companies provided information on the size, 
design, age and the amount of material placed in the units (See Appendix C). 
 
The purpose of this report is to evaluate the condition and potential of residue release from 
management units and determine the hazard potential classification.  This evaluation 
included a site visit.  Prior to conducting the site visit, a two-person team reviewed the 
information submitted to EPA, reviewed any relevant publicly available information from state 
or federal agencies regarding the unit hazard potential classification (if any) and accepted 
information provided via telephone communication with the management unit owner.  
 
This report presents the opinion of the assessment team as to the potential of catastrophic failure 
and reports on the condition of the management unit(s).   
 
Note:  The terms “embankment”, “berm”, “dike” and “dam” are used interchangeably within 
this report, as are the terms “pond”, “basin”, and “impoundment”.  
 
 

LIMITATIONS 
The assessment of dam safety reported herein is based on field observations and review of 
readily available information provided by the owner/operator of the subject coal combustion 
residue management unit(s).  Qualified Dewberry engineering personnel performed the field 
observations and review and made the assessment in conformance with the required scope of 
work and in accordance with reasonable and acceptable engineering practices.  No other 
warranty, either written or implied, is made with regard to our assessment of dam safety. 
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1.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

1.1 CONCLUSIONS 

Conclusions are based on visual observations from a one-day site visit, February 22, 
2011, and review of technical documentation provided by Progress Energy 
Carolinas, Inc. 

1.1.1 Conclusions Regarding the Structural Soundness of the Management 
Unit(s) 

The structural soundness is Fair.  At the time of the site visit, sections of 
the original embankment system were found to be in disrepair and require 
mitigation.  Progress Energy, subsequent to the site visit, developed a plan 
of corrective actions that was permitted through the State and 
implemented in 2011.  Based on information subsequently provided by 
PEC, structural stability factors of safety for static and seismic conditions 
are at or above the US Army Corps of Engineers minimum threshold for 
the Ash Pond dams.  

A Satisfactory rating was not made because trees and shrubs continue to 
grow along the northern and eastern downstream slopes, as approved by 
the State, and the potential for liquefaction documentation was not 
provided.   

1.1.2 Conclusions Regarding the Hydrologic/Hydraulic Safety of the 
Management Unit(s) 

Adequate impoundment capacity to contain and pass the 100-year design 
storm without overtopping the dikes is currently present. 

1.1.3 Conclusions Regarding the Adequacy of Supporting Technical 
Documentation 

The supporting technical documentation is adequate.  Engineering 
documentation reviewed is referenced in Appendix A.  

1.1.4 Conclusions Regarding the Description of the Management Unit(s) 

The description of the management unit provided by the owner was an 
accurate representation of what Dewberry observed in the field.  
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1.1.5 Conclusions Regarding the Field Observations 

The overall assessment of the ash pond embankment system was that it 
was in fair condition.  It is our understanding that the trees and shrubs 
found on the northern and eastern downstream slopes.  will remain in-
place at the direction of the North Carolina Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources (NCDENR); however, this does not negate the 
inherent safety concerns posed by improper vegetation on the 
embankment slopes.  The original dike downstream slope was in disrepair, 
but it was documented to be part of a major repair plan that was 
implemented concurrently with the northern embankment.  Seeps along 
the downstream toe of the southern, eastern and western dike were 
observed and also addressed in the repair plan.  There were minor ruts 
observed along the crest and standing water within the roadside ditches 
adjacent to the downstream of toe. 

1.1.6 Conclusions Regarding the Adequacy of Maintenance and Methods of 
Operation 

The current maintenance and methods of operation appear to be 
inadequate for the ash management unit.  There was evidence of 
significant embankment repairs that were needed.  Now that the repairs 
have been made, maintenance should be improved. 

1.1.7 Conclusions Regarding the Adequacy of the Surveillance and Monitoring 
Program 

The surveillance program appears to be adequate.  The management unit 
dikes have just recently been instrumented.  Progress Energy started 
recording piezometer readings in 2011, so there are no historical readings.  

1.1.8 Classification Regarding Suitability for Continued Safe and Reliable 
Operation 

The Ash Pond is rated FAIR for continued safe and reliable 
operation.  Trees 8-inches and larger in diameter were left along the 
northern and eastern dikes at the direction of NCDENR, but this does 
not negate the inherent safety concerns imposed by improper 
vegetation along the embankment slopes.  
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1.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

1.2.1 Recommendations Regarding the Structural Stability 

An action plan needs to be developed to prevent the number of trees and 
wooded vegetation from increasing along any ash pond embankment and 
for remediating the original dike.  It was noted that the tree removal and 
dike repair will require NCDENR approval.  A liquefaction analysis 
should be performed to further characterize the safety of the 
embankments.  

1.2.2 Recommendations Regarding the Field Observations 

The following recommendations made in the Draft report were addressed 
by PEC as part of the remediation activities that were permitted by 
NCDENR and implemented in 2011: 

 Installed animal guards at toe drains 

 Began monitoring seepage along downstream toe along southern, 
eastern and western dikes 

 Repaired rutting along crest 

 Addressed standing water within roadside ditches downstream of 
toe 

1.2.3 Recommendations Regarding the Maintenance and Methods of Operation 

Removal of trees and woody vegetation needs to be addressed more often.  
It is noted this has been adopted in recent inspection reports.  NCDENR 
has requested the current 8-inch and larger trees be left. 

1.2.4 Recommendations Regarding Continued Safe and Reliable Operation 
 
For continued safe operation we recommend the following:  

 Address tree removal along the downstream slope while 
coordinating with NCDENR. 
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1.3 PERFORM A LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS OF THE ASH POND 
PARTICIPANTS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

1.3.1 List of Participants 

Rob Miller, Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Bill Forster, Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Fred Holt, Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Robin Bryson, Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Larry Baxley, Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Al Tice, MACTEC Engineering and Consulting, Inc. (MACTEC) 
Sally Castle, NCDENR 
Diane Adams, NCDENR 
Andy Schneider, NCDENR 
Steve Cook, NCDENR 
Justin Story, Dewberry 
Frederic Shmurak, Dewberry 

1.3.2 Acknowledgement and Signature 

We acknowledge that the management unit referenced herein has been 
assessed on February 22, 2011. 

 

 

             

Frederic Shmurak, P.E.      Justin Story, E.I. 
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE COAL COMBUSTION RESIDUE MANAGEMENT 
UNIT(S) 

 
2.1 LOCATION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Weatherspoon Steam Electric Plant and ash ponds are located just outside of 
Lumberton, NC.  The ash ponds consist of a northern area and southern area split by 
an internal dike and discharge into a plant cooling lake that feeds the Lumber River.  
The nearest downstream town is Boardman which is approximately 12 miles away.  
Figure 2.1a depicts a vicinity map around the plant; Figure 2.1b depicts an aerial 
view of the facility. 

 

Figure 2.1 a: Weatherspoon Steam Electric Plant Vicinity Map  
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Figure 2.1 b: Weatherspoon Electric Steam Plant Aerial View 

 

Table 2.1: Summary of Dam Dimensions and Size 
  Weatherspoon Ash Pond 
Dam Height (ft) 28 
Crest Width (ft) 12 
Length (ft) 6,600 
Side Slopes (upstream) H:V 2:1 
Side Slopes (downstream) H:V 2.5:1 

 

  

Ash Pond 

Weatherspoon 
Plant 
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2.2 COAL COMBUSTION RESIDUE HANDLING 

2.2.1 Fly Ash 

Fly ash is collected by an electrostatic precipitator.  The collected ash is 
stored in hoppers and conveyed pneumatically to a silo (see photo below).  
From the silo it is conveyed hydraulically in a pipe to the Ash Pond.  The 
discharge into the ash pond is continuous.  A flowchart for handling the 
fly ash is shown in Appendix A (Doc 01 - Ash Handling System 
Overview). 

 

Overview of Ash Handling System 

2.2.2 Bottom Ash 

Bottom ash is collected from the furnace and conveyed through the same 
pipe as the fly ash into the ash pond.  

2.2.3 Boiler Slag 

Boiler slag is collected from the boiler and is sluiced into the same pipe 
that conveys fly and bottom ash into the ash pond. 

2.2.4 Flue Gas Desulfurization Sludge 

No Scrubbers are used in this plant so there is no flue gas desulfurization 
(FGD) process or related waste products to be discharged. 
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2.3 SIZE AND HAZARD CLASSIFICATION 

The ash pond is impounded by an earthen embankment system consisting of a dike 
configuration.  Reference Table 2.1 for dam height, crest width, length and side 
slopes.  The maximum storage volume corresponding to the top of the embankment 
is 425 acre-feet.  (Dam Information Summary dated January 25, 2011 provided by 
Progress Energy.  See Appendix A: Doc: 02 – Ash Pond Summary).  The size 
classification based on United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) standards 
is small. 

Table 2.3a: USACE ER 1110-2-106 
Size Classification 

Category 
Impoundment 
Storage (Ac-ft) Height (ft) 

Small 50 and < 1,000 25 and < 40 
Intermediate 1,000 and < 50,000 40 and < 100 
Large >  50,000 > 100 

 

A Hazard Classification of “Intermediate Hazard” has been assigned by the NC 
Dam Safety Regulations and Dam Safety Inventory program.  Dewberry notes that 
the release of ash residue would remain on the power plant property.  Therefore, per 
the Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety dated April 2004, a Low Hazard Potential 
classification applies to those dams where failure or mis-operation results in no 
probable loss of human life and low economic/environmental losses are expected.  
Losses are principally limited to the owner’s property.  

Table 2.3b: FEMA Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety 
Hazard Classification 
 Loss of Human Life Economic, Environmental, 

Lifeline Losses 
Low None Expected Low and generally limited to owner 
Significant None Expected Yes 
High Probable.  One or more 

expected 
Yes (but not necessary for 
classification) 
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2.4 AMOUNT AND TYPE OF RESIDUALS CURRENTLY CONTAINED IN THE 
UNIT(S) AND MAXIMUM CAPACITY 

The ash pond permanently contains fly ash, bottom ash, pyrites and boiler slag.  The 
drainage area is assumed to be the surface area of the ponds. 

Table 2.4: Maximum Capacity of Unit 
Weatherspoon Ash Pond  
Surface Area (acre) 17 
Current Storage Capacity (cubic yards) 553,373* 
Current Storage Capacity (acre-feet) 343* 
Total Storage Capacity (cubic yards) 1,174,507* 
Total Storage Capacity (acre-feet) 728* 
Crest Elevation (feet) 143 
Normal Pond Level (feet) 139 

*Information taken from the Dam Breach Analyses and Inundation Map.  See 
MACTEC (Appendix A: Doc 09 – Ash Pond Inundation Report). 

2.5 PRINCIPAL PROJECT STRUCTURES 

2.5.1 Earth Embankment 

Within the northern ash area, the dike fill consists predominantly of sandy 
soils with some silt and clay.  The southern ash area dike soils consist of 
predominantly silty or clayey sands.  A geotechnical analysis was 
performed and that documentation can be found in Appendix A: Doc 03: 
Seepage and Stability Analysis. 

2.5.2 Outlet Structures 

The outlet works consist of a 24-inch reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) 
vertical riser connected to a 24-inch RCP extending through the dike to a 
secondary settling basin.  A similar riser and pipe combination discharges 
beyond the secondary settling basin dike into a channel leading to the 
Cooling Lake.  Neither of the pipes has seepage collars. 
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2.6 CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE WITHIN FIVE MILES DOWN GRADIENT 

All critical infrastructures were located using aerial photography and might not 
accurately represent what currently exists down-gradient of the site.  See Figure 2.6 
for an aerial view of critical infrastructure downstream of the Weatherspoon Plant.  
Progress Energy provided a 5-mile downstream map showing Weatherspoon Steam 
Electric Plant and associated critical infrastructure that can be found in Appendix A 
(Doc 05 - Weatherspoon Five-mile map).  There are a few places of worship, 
schools and Wilmington Highway (72) within the 5 mile down gradient radius of 
the ash pond.  Not all critical infrastructures are labeled for clarity purposes. 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Downstream Gradient of Weatherspoon Plant 

Weatherspoon 
Plant 
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3.0 SUMMARY OF RELEVANT REPORTS, PERMITS, AND INCIDENTS 
 

3.1 SUMMARY OF REPORTS ON THE SAFETY OF THE MANAGEMENT UNIT 

Progress Energy has provided their dam inspection procedure which can be found 
in Appendix A. (Doc 06 - Dam Inspection Procedure).  Additional five-year and 
annual inspections can be found in Appendix A as well. 

Key results from the Five-Year Independent Consultant Inspection, dated 
12/20/2010 (Appendix A: Doc 07 - 2010 Five-Year Inspection), are as follows: 

Northern Ash Area 

 Dikes have performed well; no dike failures have occurred.  Locally steep 
areas exist in the exterior slope some of which indicate past slumping.  No 
areas indicate recent activity (Perform remedial work); 

 There was no evidence of seepage emerging from the dikes or immediately 
adjacent to toe areas; 

 Vegetation on the exterior slopes of the northern and northeastern dike has 
not been maintained due to the inactive conditions, and small and large trees 
have grown up on the slope.  No indications of structural distress to the dike 
from the tree growth were seen (Develop a plan for management). 

Southern Ash Area 

 No evidence of excessive, erosion, instability or settlement of the dikes was 
observed.  In general, the ash pond dikes appear to be in good condition and 
are well maintained.  The discharge structures appear to be in good 
condition; 

 Seepage is present at localized spots on the lower portion of the south dike, 
the base of the east dike and at the southeast corner of the pond dike.  The 
seepage on the south dike appears to have increased slightly in recent years.  
Remedial measures should be considered, consistent with the potential 
future use plans for the ash pond (Continue to be observed and potentially 
remediated); 

 The toe drain installed along the south dike continues to function.  Outlets 
from the drain into the drainage ditch are partially blocked with soil and 
need to be cleaned.  The outlet ditch from the toe drain is being well 
maintained (Clear drains of sediment); 
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 Local erosion along the interior slopes of the south dike and the dike 
separating the pond from the settlement basin has generally been covered by 
ash and has thick growth of reeds limiting risk of further erosion (Should be 
monitored and if increasing in size place geotextile fabric and rip rap); 

Results from report of 2009 Limited (Annual) Field Inspection, dated 05/05/2009 
(Appendix A: Doc 08 - 2009 Annual Inspection): 

 Eroded spots on interior of south dike and separator dike should be 
monitored; 

 The outlet of the collector ditch for the south dike toe drain should be 
cleared of sediment and vegetation; 

 Local seepage on the south dike slope, the east dike and the southeast corner 
of the pond should be observed; 

 A review of seepage and stability conditions along the toe of the ash pond 
dikes in conjunction with engineering for the next lift or phase of ash pond 
storage capacity additions; 

 Shallow holes in the exterior slope of the “geotube” containment dikes 
should be monitored.  The holes may be related to animal burrows. 

3.2 SUMMARY OF LOCAL, STATE, AND FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
PERMITS 

The dam is inspected by NCDENR Dam Safety and Division of Water Quality on 
an annual basis. 

Discharge from the impoundment is regulated by the Federal National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination Program (NPDES) and the impoundment has been issued a 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit.  Permit No. NC0005363. 

3.3 SUMMARY OF SPILL/RELEASE INCIDENTS 

Data reviewed by Dewberry did not indicate any spills, unpermitted releases, or 
other performance related problems with the dam over the last 10 years. 
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4.0 SUMMARY OF HISTORY OF CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION 
 

4.1 SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION HISTORY 

4.1.1 Original Construction 

Construction began in 1955 for the ash storage area and was expanded in 
1963.  No additional information was provided for the structures built 
prior to 1979.  There was a dike built in 1979, creating the southern ash 
disposal area, designed by Carolina Power & Light and constructed by 
C.M. Lindsay.  A subsurface exploration was performed, but no seepage 
or stability analysis was performed for the design. 

4.1.2 Significant Changes/Modifications in Design since Original Construction 

In 1993, a trench drain was installed along a berm parallel to the south 
dike with outlet pipes extended to the adjacent ditch to lower the water 
level on the south dike.  In 2004 the riser height elevation was increased to 
elevation 141.5’ from the original riser height of 135’ (Appendix A: Doc 
10 – Ash Pond Sections & Details).   

4.1.3 Significant Repairs/Rehabilitation since Original Construction 

In 1994 the exterior slope of the south dike experienced surface erosion 
due to heavy vehicular, animal and human traffic and was repaired by 
placing woven plastic bags filled with a mixture of cement, blasting sand 
and Blastox along the embankment. 

4.2 SUMMARY OF OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 

4.2.1 Original Operational Procedures 

The ash pond was designed and operated for sedimentation and sediment 
storage of ash.  Plant process waste water and coal combustion waste are 
discharged into the ash pond.  Inflow water is treated through gravity 
settling and deposition, and the treated process water and stormwater 
runoff is discharged through a passive type overflow outlet structure. 
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4.2.2 Significant Changes in Operational Procedures and Original Startup 

No documentation was provided describing any significant changes in 
operating procedures. 

4.2.3 Current Operational Procedures 

To the best of our knowledge, original operational procedures are in 
effect. 

4.2.4 Other Notable Events since Original Startup 

No additional information was provided. 
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5.0 FIELD OBSERVATIONS 
 

5.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW AND SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS 

Dewberry personnel Frederic Shmurak, P.E. and Justin Story, E.I. performed a site 
visit on Tuesday, February 22, 2011 in company with the participants. 

The site visit began at 10:00 AM.  The weather was a cloudy cool day.  
Photographs were taken of conditions observed.  Please refer to the Dam Inspection 
Checklist in Appendix B for additional site information.  Selected photographs are 
included here for ease of visual reference.  All pictures were taken by Dewberry 
personnel during the site visit. 

The overall assessment of the impoundment system was that it was in poor 
condition due to the general disrepair of the northern dike.  Note that a remediation 
plan was developed, permitted by NCDENR and implemented subsequent to the 
time of the site visit. 

5.2 NORTHERN ASH AREA EMBANKMENT 

5.2.1 Crest 

The crest had no signs of depressions, tension cracking, or other 
indications of settlement or shear failure and appeared to be in satisfactory 
condition; however, there were signs of minor rutting most likely from 
vehicular traffic. 

 

Crest showing minor rutting – Northern Ash Area 
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5.2.2 Upstream/Inside Slope 

The upstream slopes are mostly vegetated with tall grasses.  No scarps, 
sloughs, depressions, bulging or other indications of slope instability or 
signs of erosion were observed. 

5.2.3 Downstream/Outside Slope and Toe 

Areas of the northern and northeastern slopes were eroding, in disrepair 
and had large trees established within the embankment.  This area required 
remediation.  We were informed by Progress Energy that subsequent to 
the field visit a plan was developed, approved by NCDENR and 
implemented to remediate the embankments. 

 

Downstream slope – Northern Ash Area 
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Downstream slope – Northern Ash Area 

5.2.4 Abutments and Groin Areas 

The ash pond embankment consists of a dike system completely 
surrounding the pond, therefore the earthen embankment does not abut 
existing hillsides, rock outcrops or other raised topographic features. 

5.3 SOUTHERN ASH AREA EMBANKMENT 

5.3.1 Crest 

The crest had no signs of depressions, tension cracking, or other 
indications of settlement or shear failure and appeared to be in satisfactory 
condition; however, there were signs of minor rutting most likely from 
vehicular traffic. 
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Crest - Southern Ash Area 

5.3.2 Upstream/Inside Slope 

The upstream slopes are mostly vegetated with tall grasses.  No scarps, 
sloughs, depressions, bulging or other indications of slope instability or 
signs of erosion were observed. 

5.3.3 Downstream/Outside Slope and Toe 

No scarps, sloughs, depressions, bulging or other indications of slope 
instability or signs of erosion were observed.  It is recommend the power 
plant install animal guards for the toe drains.  Seepage was observed at a 
few locations and this needs to be monitored. 
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Toe drains – Southern Ash Area 

 

Potential seepage along downstream toe – Southern Ash Area 
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5.4 OUTLET STRUCTURES 

5.4.1 Overflow Structure 

The outlet works consist of a 24-inch reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) 
vertical riser connected to a 24-inch RCP extending through the dike to a 
secondary settling basin.  A similar riser pipe combination discharges 
beyond the secondary settling basin dike into a channel leading to the 
Cooling Lake. 

5.4.2 Outlet Conduit 

The visual portion of the outlet conduit was functioning properly with no 
apparent deterioration.  There was undercutting around the concrete 
outfall. 

5.4.3 Emergency Spillway 

No emergency spillway is present. 

5.4.4 Low Level Outlet 

No low level outlet is present. 
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6.0 HYDROLOGIC/HYDRAULIC SAFETY 
 

6.1 SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 

6.1.1 Flood of Record 

No documentation has been provided about the flood of record.  The ash 
pond is a diked embankment facility having a contributing drainage area 
equal to the surface area of the impoundment; therefore the impounded 
pool would not be anticipated to experience significant flood stages. 

6.1.2 Inflow Design Flood 

According to FEMA Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety, the current 
practice in the design of dams is to use the Inflow Design Flood (IDF) that 
is deemed appropriate for the hazard potential of the dam and to design 
spillways and outlet works that are capable of safely accommodating the 
floodflow without risking the loss of the dam or endangering areas 
downstream from the dam to flows greater than the inflow.  The 
recommended IDF or spillway design flood for a low hazard small sized 
structure (See section 2.2), in accordance with the USACE Recommended 
Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams ER 1110-2-106 criteria is the 
50-year to 100-year frequency (See Table 6.1.2). 

 

The 100-year frequency, 24 hour duration storm event is 9.06 inches.  
Since the facility has a contributing drainage area equal to the surface area 
of the impoundment, it is anticipated the facility would not experience 
significant flood states.  There is approximately 2 feet of freeboard, thus 
adequate freeboard exists. 

Table 6.1.2: USACE Hydrologic Evaluation Guidelines 
Recommended Spillway Design floods 

Hazard Size Spillway Design Flood 

Low 
Small 50 to 100-yr frequency 
Intermediate 100-yr to ½ PMF 
Large ½ PMF to PMF 

Significant 
Small 100-yr to ½ PMF 
Intermediate ½ PMF to PMF 
Large PMF 

High 
Small ½ PMF to PMF 
Intermediate PMF 
Large PMF 
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6.1.3 Spillway Rating 

No spillway rating was provided.  The ash pond is a diked embankment 
facility having a contributing drainage area equal to the surface area of the 
impoundment; therefore the impounded pool would not be anticipated to 
experience significant changes in elevation.  The outlet structure type is 
unregulated and, given little change in the normal pool elevation, the 
resulting discharge rate is expected to be relatively constant. 

6.1.4 Downstream Flood Analysis 

A dam breach analysis and inundation map development was performed 
for the site (see Appendix A, Doc 9).  The analysis concluded there were 
no bridges or other structures along the drainage course that might be 
impacted by the breach.  It was also determined that a breach at any other 
locations, other than the drainage course, would drain into the cooling 
pond The cooling pond can  accommodate the breach without a significant 
rise in the water level.  (See Appendix A: Doc 09 – Ash Pond Inundation 
Report). 

6.2 ADEQUACY OF SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 

Supporting documentation reviewed by Dewberry is adequate. 

6.3 ASSESSMENT OF HYDROLOGIC/HYDRAULIC SAFETY 

Adequate capacity and freeboard exists to safely pass the design storm. 
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7.0 STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
 

7.1 SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 

7.1.1 Stability Analyses and Load Cases Analyzed 

A stability analysis report for the ash pond dated September 27, 2010, by 
MACTEC (MACTEC 2010) provides information on the stability 
analysis.  The results are presented in Section 7.1.4 Factors of Safety and 
Base Stresses.  Steady state (normal) and Seismic loading conditions were 
analyzed.  See Appendix A. (Doc 03 - Slope Stability Analyses) for the 
complete report. 

7.1.2 Design Parameters and Dam Materials 

The MACTEC 2010 report includes documentation of the shear strength 
design properties for the ash pond embankments (see Appendix A, Doc 03 
- Slope Stability Analyses).  

Test results showing the strength parameters of the embankments are 
presented below.  There are multiple sections analyzed in the report and 
only a portion of those analyzed are shown below.  The ones shown below 
are sections that marginally meet the minimum factors of safety. 

 

Figure 7.1.2a: Stability Analysis (Section NB-7) 
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Figure 7.1.2b: Stability Analysis (Section SB-7) 

No part of the Ash Pond impoundment system appears to be built over wet 
ash, slag, or other unsuitable materials. 

7.1.3 Uplift and/or Phreatic Surface Assumptions 

Monitoring instrumentation devices were just recently installed.  The 
assumed phreatic surfaces are shown on the figures in section 7.1.2 above 
and the depiction seems appropriate for these types of structures.  No 
additional information was provided.  

7.1.4 Factors of Safety and Base Stresses 

In 2010 structural stability analyses were performed on the dikes of the 
ash pond.  The results indicated there were locations where minimum 
factors of safety were not being met.  PEC developed a remediation plan 
and implemented the plan in 2011. 

Stability analyses of the northern and southern ash pond areas that reflect 
the 2011 upgrades were performed by MACTEC.  The analyses show 
factors of safety meet the 1.5 NCDENR and United States Army Corp of 
Engineers (USACOE) thresholds for static conditions and the 1.0 factor of 
safety for seismic conditions.  The results, including the remedial activities 
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performed at the Weatherspoon Plant are provided in Table 7.1 below.  
(see Appendix A: Docs 03, 04, 11, and 12). 

 

Table 7.1 Structural Stability Analysis for Weatherspoon Ash Pond 

Section 
Identification 

 
Description of Analysis 

Factor of Safety 
Static Seismic 

North Dike, 
Section 1 

Exterior slope flattened to 2.5H:1V by cutting 
into steeper sections of existing dike. 

1.54 1.04 

North Dike, 
Section 1 

Exterior slope, water level unchanged, added 2-ft 
thick riprap for 26-ft length at the toe of the 
slope. 

1.58 1.09 

North Dike, 
Section 2 

Exterior slope flattened to 2.5H:1V by cutting 
into steeper sections of existing dike. 

1.54 1.04 

North Dike, 
Section 2 

Exterior slope, water level unchanged, 
combination of riprap and slope flattening.  
Added 2-ft thick riprap starting 5-ft outside the 
toe of the slope to an elevation 137 on the slope.  
Exterior slope flattened to 2H:1V between 
elevation 137 and 140.5 by cutting into steeper 
sections of existing dike. 

1.62 1.09 

North Dike, 
Section 2 

Exterior slope, stabilized with Platypus Anchor 
System capable of providing an equivalent 
surface load of up to 250 psf acting normal to the 
surface. 

1.53 1.09 

North Dike, 
Section 10 

Exterior slope, stabilized with a 5-ft high and 8-ft 
wide, 1H:1V riprap berm at the toe of the slope 

1.59 1.15 

North Dike, 
Section 10 

Exterior slope flattened to 1.5H:1V by cutting 
into steeper sections of existing dike. 

1.47 1.07 

South Dike, 
Section 2 

Exterior slope, water level lowered by 2-ft in the 
slope and at the toe.  Failure circle extending into 
foundations soils. 

1.46 1.12 

South Dike, 
Section 2 

Exterior slope, water level lowered by 2-ft in the 
slope and at the toe.  Failure circle constrained to 
dike soils. 

1.58 1.28 

South Dike, 
Section 2 

Exterior slope, added 2-ft thick riprap extending 
from the edge of the ditch to 26-ft on the dike 
slope.  Failure circle constrained to dike soils. 

1.62 1.30 

South Dike, 
Section 2 

Exterior slope, added 2-ft thick riprap extending 
from the edge of the ditch to 26-ft on the dike 
slope.  Failure circle extending into foundations 
soils. 

1.51 1.15 

South Dike, 
Section 3 

Exterior slope, water level lowered by 2-ft in the 
slope and at the toe.  Failure circle not 
constrained. 

1.57 1.28 

 
 

*Static factors of safety should meet or exceed 1.5 and Seismic factors of 
safety should meet or exceed 1.0  
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7.1.5 Liquefaction Potential 

No liquefaction potential documentation was provided. 

7.1.6 Critical Geological Conditions 

The ash ponds are near the western edge of the Inner Coastal Plain 
Physiographic province.  The surficial materials in this area were 
deposited by river activity and typically consist of mixed layers of sand, 
silt and clay.  Because the site is adjacent to the Lumber River, floodplain 
deposits of soft silt and clay are common.  The upper deposits are 
underlain by silts and clays of the Yorktown Formation.  Broken shells 
mixed with silt, clay and sand are often encountered in this formation.  
(Appendix A: Doc 03 – Seepage and Stability Analysis) 

A separate document provided by MACTEC also states the plant is 
located in Black Creek Formation of the Coastal Plain.  (Appendix A: Doc 
02 – Ash Pond Summary) 

Based on USGS Seismic-Hazard Maps for the Conterminous United 
States, the facility is located in an area anticipated to experience a 0.05g to 
0.10g acceleration with a 2-percent probability of exceedance in 50-years. 

7.2 ADEQUACY OF SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 

Structural stability documentation is adequate. 

7.3 ASSESSMENT OF STRUCTURAL STABILITY 

Overall, the structural stability of the dam appears to be fair based on the following 
observations: 

 Although all parts of the dikes meet the Factors of Safety, several  sections 
of the embankment  meet the minimum Factor of Safety value for slope 
stability; and 

 Significant amounts of large vegetation are on the North embankment. 
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8.0 ADEQUACY OF MAINTENANCE AND METHODS OF OPERATION 
 

8.1 OPERATING PROCEDURES 

The ash pond was designed and operated for sedimentation and sediment storage of 
ash.  Plant process wastewater and coal combustion waste are discharged into the 
ash pond.  Inflow water is treated through gravity settling and deposition, and the 
treated process water and stormwater runoff are discharged through a NPDES 
permitted passive type overflow outlet structure.   

8.2 MAINTENANCE OF THE DAM AND PROJECT FACILITIES 

Maintenance procedures for the facility are based on weekly, monthly, annual and 
five-year inspections.  If deficiencies are noted during the inspections, the first 
responsibility of the inspector is to discuss any noted issues or areas of concern with 
the plant environmental coordinator.  A work order will then be requested as needed 
to address the issues or concerns, and the issue will be routed to the plant manager 
for review and the appropriate forms are filled out to get the necessary work 
completed.  See Appendix A: Doc 06 – Dam Inspection procedure for the process.   

8.3 ASSESSMENT OF MAINTENANCE AND METHODS OF OPERATIONS 

8.3.1 Adequacy of Operating Procedures 

Based on the assessments of this report, operating procedures appear to be 
adequate. 

8.3.2 Adequacy of Maintenance 

Based on the assessments of this report, maintenance procedures appear to 
be inadequate in the northern and northeastern slopes of the ash pond.  
Trees and other vegetation has established on the northern embankment.  
Multiple areas along the northern embankment showed signs of erosion 
and slope degradation.  It is recommended that PEC improve its 
maintenance procedures to prevent additional tree and shrub establishment 
on the slopes and to repair the slopes in a timely manner.  
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9.0 ADEQUACY OF SURVEILLANCE AND MONITORING PROGRAM 
 

9.1 SURVEILLANCE PROCEDURES 

The current surveillance procedures consist of monthly, annual and five-year 
inspections. 

Monthly Inspections: 

Progress Energy initiated a monthly inspections program to visually assess the 
condition of the embankments.  The procedures can be found in Appendix A – Doc 
06: Dam Inspection Procedures. 

Annual Inspections: 

One annual inspection was provided by Progress Energy and can be found in 
Appendix A - Doc 08: 2009 Annual Inspection.  In addition to the annual inspection 
by Progress Energy, NCDENR conducts an annual inspection. 

Five-Year Inspections: 

A Five-Year inspections report was provided by Progress Energy and can be found 
in Appendix A - Doc 07: Five-Year Inspection. 

9.2 INSTRUMENTATION MONITORING 

The recently installed piezometers (2011) are adequate for monitoring the phreatic 
surface.  

9.3 ASSESSMENT OF SURVEILLANCE AND MONITORING PROGRAM 

9.3.1 Adequacy of Inspection Program 

Based on the data reviewed by Dewberry, including observations during 
the site visit, the inspection program is adequate. 

9.3.2 Adequacy of Instrumentation Monitoring Program 

Based on the data reviewed by Dewberry, including observations during 
the site visit, the monitoring program is adequate. 
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Ash Handling System Overview 
  



System Purpose 
 
The ash handling system consists of two major components: the bottom ash conveyor and the fly-ash 
conveyor. Because the characteristics of ash are very different from the front to the back of the boiler, 
the collection and transport are separate for the furnace bottom ash and collection points downstream. 
Both systems are essential in complying with air emission permits and eliminating river water pollution. 
Without effective ongoing removal of ash, the boiler unit would require outages to remove the ash. A 
wet bottom ash system collects and removes ash from the furnace. Bottom ash is a mixture of slag, 
clinkers and coarse granular ash. Bottom ash is produced during combustion by impurities contained 
within coal. The system uses water impounding for the following reasons: 
 
· To break up large pieces of slag by thermal shock as they fall into the pool of ambient temperature 
water. 
· To keep the ash and slag submerged so that they do not fuse into large unmanageable masses that 
would result if they were exposed to furnace heat 
 
The fly-ash system collects ash particles that drop out of the flue gas when the gas changes direction 
abruptly in the back pass and air heater ducts and is collected in hoppers along the flue gas outlet 
passage and precipitator. If this ash were allowed to exit at the stack, opacity readings would be out of 
compliance. 
 
 
System Flow Path 
 
Bottom Ash Removal : The bottom ash system begins in the furnace. Ash continuously falls into a water 
impounded ash hopper from the furnace above. The bottom ash hopper, which is designed with sloped 
sides for gravity flow, collects the ash. Water jets assist the removal of ash deposits from the ash 
hopper. The ash is changed to slurry form during the ash removal process. A manually operated vertical 
lifting door (inner door) in the dog house is opened to allow removal of bottom ash. During ash removal 
operations, the inner door and a pneumatically operated bottom ash supply valve are opened and the 
ash slurry is drawn from the hopper through the clinker grinder using a jetpulsion pump. High-pressure 
water from the ash pumps flows through the jetpulsion pump. The jet pump acts as a nozzle, increasing 
the velocity and creating a vacuum inside the jet pump nozzle. The vacuum draws the bottom ash slurry 
from the clinker grinder through the jet pump and discharges to the ash pond. The clinker grinder 
reduces any lumps or clinkers to a size, which will pass through the jetpulsion pump, and into the ash 
sluice line. The ash sluice line, located in a concrete trench below plant grade level, transports the ash 
away from the plant to the ash pond area. 
 
Fly Ash Removal - This system consists of precipitator hoppers, economizer hoppers and  air heater 
hoppers. The economizer hoppers are set directly beneath the economizer where the flue gas is exiting 
the boiler. They are located in a space where the flue gases change direction. This change in direction of 
the gas flow causes large particulates to fall out of the gas and accumulate in the hoppers. The air heater 
hoppers beneath the air pre-heaters have been disconnected from the fly ash system. The discharge 
from the air heater hoppers is piped to the bottom ash and is only set-up when washing the air heaters. 
The precipitator collects ash on the electrically charged plates and electrodes. Rappers and vibrators 
knock the dust off the plates and electrodes where it is collected in the hoppers. Fly ash is pneumatically 
conveyed from each hopper. The airflow necessary for conveying the ash is created by a hydroveyor 



exhauster and air intake valves on each of the lines serving the dust hoppers. The fly ash and conveying 
air mix with water in the 
inlet section of the hydroveyor exhauster and are discharged into an air separator tank. Conveying air 
after being separated from the fly ash is vented to the atmosphere. The ash-water slurry discharges by 
gravity from the air separator to a common header with Unit 2. The ash-slurry mixture is pumped 
through a jet pump to the ash pond. Figure 1 below is an illustration of the fly ash removal system. 
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Ash Pond Summary 
  



 

 
              3301 Atlantic Avenue, Raleigh, NC  27604 

Updated 1-25-11 

DAM INFORMATION SUMMARY 
Weatherspoon Steam Electric Plant  

Ash Pond 
Robeson County, North Carolina 

 
1. Location 
 

Located on east bank of Lumber River about one mile southeast of Lumberton 
Latitude:  N34.5913° 
Longitude:  W78.9693° 
Latitude and longitude taken from NC Dam Safety Inventory listing 
NC Dam Identification Number:  ROBES-009 
 

2. Size and Dimensions  UPDATE FOR NEW INCLUSION OF OLD POND SECTIONS 
 

Length:    6,600 feet  
Maximum Structural Height: 28 feet 
Surface Area   17 acres (1979 portion) 
Storage capacity: 425 acre feet (1979 portion; most capacity is occupied by 

sedimented ash) 
Size Classification:   Small 
Hazard Classification:  Intermediate 

       (Classifications based on NC Dam Safety Regulations and Dam Safety Inventory) 
Regulatory Design Storm  100 yr* 
US Slope:    2.0(H):1(V) 
DS Slope:    2.5(H):1(V) 
Crest Width:   12 feet 
Crest Elevation:   143 feet ** 
Maximum Pool Elevation:  141.0 feet** 
Current Operating Level:  139 feet ** 
Instrumentation   None 
 
* Design is based on 100-yr storm of 6.3 inches over 6 hours. 
** Original design used 1929 survey datum; elevations are adjusted to NAVD 1988 

 
3. Geology and Seismicity 

 
Located in Black Creek Formation of Coastal Plain,  
 
Near Zone 1 and 2 boundary seismic zone according to Corps of Engineers with 
Design Earthquake: ah = 0.05 to 0.1 g  

 
4. Design Information 

 
The ash pond as considered by NC Dam Safety includes portions constructed in the 1950’s and 
1960’s that are now completely filled with sedimented ash as well as the currently active area 
constructed in 1979.  No design or construction information is available for the earlier dikes.  The 
1979 dike was designed by CP&L. A subsurface exploration was performed.  No stability or seepage 
analysis was performed for the design.  No internal drainage was included in the design. 
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The outlet works consist of a 24-inch reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) vertical riser connected to a 24-
inch RCP extending through the dike to a secondary settling basin.  A similar riser and pipe 
combination discharges beyond the secondary settling basin dike into a channel leading to the 
Cooling Lake.  Neither of the pipes has seepage collars. 
 
Hydrologic evaluation has been conducted to show that the design freeboard and outlet works can 
safely store and pass a 100-yr storm. 

 
5. Construction History 
 

1955: Initial construction of ash storage area. 
1963: Expansion of original area to the south. 
1979: New dam constructed by C. M. Lindsay under CP&L direction.  Testing was conducted. 
1990: Placed concrete plug above discharge pipe to reduce seepage 
1993: Installed trench drain along berm parallel to the dike with outlet pipes extended to the adjacent 

ditch to lower water level on south dike. 
1994: Exterior slope along south dike experienced surface erosion due to 4-wheel traffic and horses. 

Repaired by placing woven plastic bags filled with a mixture of cement, blasting sand and 
Blastox. 

2004:  Riser height increased to elevation 141.5 feet. 
2006 - 2007:  New containment area was placed in service within the 2001-2002 dry stack area. The 

new containment area was created using geo-tubes and was constructed by Trans-Ash. New 
containment area within the existing ash pond area completed.  Design by MACTEC.  

 
6. Inspection History 
 

The dam is inspected on 5-year intervals.  Since 2002, yearly site visits have been made for limited 
visual observations. NC Dam Safety personnel inspected in January, 2010. 
 
Ralph Fadum: 1985 
LAW/MACTEC:  1990, 1995, 1997, 2000, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 

  Italics indicate 5-year inspections. 
7. Current Issues 
 

As a result of their 2010 inspection, NC Dam Safety issued a Notice of Deficiency related to 
excessive tree growth on portions of the dikes constructed prior to 1979 and seepage along the 
southern dike in the 1979 area.  Progress Energy arranged for cutting of excessive trees.  MACTEC 
conducted geotechnical studies to address the seepage items identified and to re-evaluate stability of  
the older and current areas of the ash pond dike sections.   Results indicated generally acceptable 
factors of safety, but some local areas were identified for remedial work. MACTEC has prepared 
plans for the recommended remedial work related to stability and seepage.    Implementation of the 
remedial plans will be done in 2011.   
 

8. Overall Summary 
 

The 2010 5-year inspection report indicates that the Ash Pond dikes are in generally satisfactory 
condition with some local areas of remedial work needed (non-emergency). There was no significant 
change in the condition of the 1979 section of the ash pond dikes from the 2005 five-year inspection 
or the 2009 limited field inspection.  
. 
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STABILITY AND SEEPAGE ANALYSIS 
PROGRESS ENERGY – WEATHERSPOON PLANT 

LUMBERTON, NORTH CAROLINA  
 

1.0 REPORT SUMMARY 

This report presents the results of stability and seepage assessment of the ash pond dikes at Progress Energy 
Carolinas’ W.H. Weatherspoon Steam Electric Plant in Lumberton, North Carolina. The site location map is 
shown on Drawing 1. This report is prepared partly in response to inspection by the North Carolina 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (NCDENR) and partly from MACTEC’s continuing 
inspections of the South Dike.  NCDENR has issued a Notice of Deficiency dated April 29, 2010 in which 
two conditions were noted –  seepage along the southern downstream slope of the dam and  large trees 
growing on the eastern and northern downstream slopes of the dam.  Note that NCDENR considered the 
entire perimeter dike system as the dam without distinction among dikes retaining old sedimented ash and 
dikes retaining current slurry ash.  The letter also requested a stability and hydraulic analysis for the dam. 
The hydraulic analysis is submitted separately. 

MACTEC conducted historical review of plant records regarding construction of the dikes.  Several 
episodes of dike construction have occurred, beginning in 1955 and ending in 1979.  There was limited 
information available; the most information was for the last construction in 1979.  For purposes of the 
evaluation, the overall ash pond area was divided into a Northern Ash Area and a Southern Ash Area as 
shown on Drawing 3.  MACTEC reviewed the concerns expressed by NCDENR and conducted site 
reconnaissance to select representative sections of Northern and Southern area dikes to assess the seepage 
and structural stability. The work  involved geotechnical field exploration, laboratory testing, checking 
water levels in temporary observation casings several times and performing stability analyses.  

The results of analyses show that, while there are local areas needing improvement, the overall stability of 
the perimeter dike system is satisfactory, and  there is no immediate threat of dike failure.  The dikes have 
performed with no failures or significant problems for 30 to 50 years.  Some sections of the dikes do need 
repairs, and remedial measures consisting of slope flattening, use of ground anchors, placement of rip rap 
and other alternate measures are recommended to improve the stability.   

It is our opinion that removal of trees on the exterior dike slopes in the Northern Ash Area is not a critical 
stability condition.  The dikes are not impounding water in the area where trees are present, and water levels 
(phreatic lines) within the dikes are low.  While a tree fall coupled with uprooting of its base might cause a 
local loss of ground at the surface, the potential for shortening a seepage flow path is not present due to the 
low phreatic line.  Even a local loss of ground would not be sufficient to cause a breach of the dike, and 
materials behind the dike are not in a liquid condition.  Ground disturbance caused by removing trees and 
stumps would create more damage and erosion potential than a local tree fall.   

We recommend continuing the regular observation of the dikes by Progress Energy personnel, and 
supplementing that with monthly inspection by an independent engineer to check for tree-related issues or 
other items relative to dam safety.  During the monthly engineering inspections, the full face of the dike in 
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areas with trees will be walked.   An engineering inspection should be performed shortly after an extreme 
wind event such as a tornado or hurricane or intense thunderstorm with high winds at the plant. 

2.0 SCOPE OF SERVICES 

To achieve the objectives of this study the following scope of work was conducted. Description of the 
field activities is presented in detail in Section 5. 

2.1 Northern Ash Area 

• Researched plant files and aerial photographs to learn as much as possible about the construction 
history of the dikes in the currently inactive north area.       

• Obtained ground surveyed sections at locations selected by a MACTEC engineer experienced in 
dam inspection and analysis to illustrate a range of conditions.  

• Obtained a new aerial topographic map from subcontractor McKim and Creed of all the ash pond 
area, primarily for use in the hydrologic analysis.    

• Performed a geotechnical exploration including machine-drilled and hand augered borings, cone 
penetromenter probes, push probes and setting of temporary water level observation casings,   

• Located borings after drilling using GPS methods referenced to site references set by McKim and 
Creed during the aerial topographic work.   

• Obtained ground elevations at boring locations to supplement information obtained from the 
topographic map. 

• Checked installed casings three times for water levels. 
• Performed laboratory testing on samples from the borings.  
• Conducted slope stability analysis of selected sections. 

2.2 Southern Ash Area 
 

The scope of work was essentially the same as for the northern area, except that no cone 
penetrometer or push probes were included.  The work also included review of seepage 
conditions. 

 
 

The information collected was used to evaluate the stability of the existing dikes. The information from 
the water level observations was used to set phreatic lines for analysis.  Seepage patterns in the south dike 
were reviewed to see if the seepage is through the dike or from a surficial mechanism as has been 
postulated in past studies. Recommendations for improving dike stability or reducing/controlling seepage 
are included in this report. 

3.0 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION 

3.1 Ash Pond Construction Sequence 

The Weatherspoon Plant is located east of Lumberton, North Carolina as shown on Drawing 1 (Drawings 
follow the text). The site is a low to upland area adjacent to the Lumber River.  The ash pond area is 
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located to the northeast of the generating units.  The original generating units at the Weatherspoon Plant 
were constructed during the period 1947 to 1952.  The first unit was placed in service in 1949.  
Construction photographs show the first diked area for receiving sluiced ash was created in a wooded area 
about 1600 feet north of the generating units.  As the plant expanded and as ash volume increased, 
additional diked areas to receive sluiced ash were constructed to the south of the original pond. Drawing 2 
shows our understanding of the sequence of these ash pond constructions.  The last dikes were 
constructed in 1979.   

For purposes of this report, the ash pond has been divided into a Northern Ash Area and a Southern Ash 
Area as indicated on Drawing 2, roughly corresponding to the division between the last dike construction 
in 1979 and the original dikes.  Drawing 3 is a recent aerial photograph extracted from Google Earth that 
has been annotated to show these two areas as well. 

3.2 Northern Ash Area 

MACTEC reviewed available drawings and photographs on file at the Weatherspoon Plant.  No specific 
design or construction records for the first ash pond areas (designated as Areas A and B on Drawing 2) 
were located.  Some plant construction aerial photographs from the 1949 time frame (Exhibits 1 and 2) 
show the ash pond area prior to its construction.  A photograph from 1955 (Exhibit 3) shows the 1955 
original ash pond near completion.   

The aerial photographs show the ash pond north area was wooded.  The rail line entry to the plant is along 
the north and west edges of the original ash pond area. An excavation was required for the rail line. There 
are indications that the excavated material was cast up to become a material source for the original dikes.  

While there are no plans, topographic mapping conducted in 1973 by Olsen Associates (Site Plan; Exhibit 
4), in 1990 by Smith and Smith (Topographic Map, “Ash Pond Area”, Exhibit 5) and by McKim and 
Creed for the current work (Drawing 4) all indicate crest elevations in the range of 143 feet to 146 feet.  
Current survey elevations are referenced to the North American Vertical Datum, 1988; older surveys are 
likely referenced to the 1929 USGS datum.  There is an approximate 1 to 1.5 feet difference between the 
two datums in the Lumberton area, with the 1988 datum being lower than the 1929 datum.  Thus, a direct 
comparison of elevations shown on older drawings to those on current drawings is misleading.  

Additional dike construction in the Northern Ash Area occurred between the 1950’s and 1979 as shown 
on Drawing 2.  A file review at the Weatherspoon Plant found only the above referenced Site Plan 
prepared in 1973 by Olsen Associates.  Topographic contours of the exterior slopes of dikes that were 
present in the southern portion of the Northern Ash Area indicate slopes that ranged from approximately 
2(H) : 1(V) to 3(H) : 1(V).  

3.3 Southern Ash Area 

The design for the dikes constructed in 1979 was performed by Progress Energy (then known as Carolina 
Power and Light Company).  Design drawings were previously obtained by MACTEC during regular 
dam inspections.  The following drawings were obtained: 

• Drawing RCD 1278 Site Plan 

• Drawing RCD 1279 – Ash Pond Area Contours 

• Drawing RCD 1280 Ash Pond Area Plan 
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• Drawing RCD 1281 Ash Pond – Sections and Details 

• Drawing RCD 1282 Erosion and Sediment Control Plan 

Drawings RCD 1280 and RCD 1281 are included as Exhibits 6 and 7 in a reduced size format. 

Geotechnical borings were made in the planned construction area in 1978 by Law Engineering (now 
known as MACTEC) and submitted to Progress Energy.  This work is discussed in section 5.1. 

A design report or calculations have not been located.  The planned dike configuration was for a 12-foot 
wide crest at elevation 145 feet (1929 datum), an interior side slope  at 2(H) : 1(V)  and an exterior side 
slope at 2.5 (H) : 1(V).  A toe berm to allow for an access road was provided along the south end dike.  A 
discharge basin with the same crest and side slope parameters was constructed in the southeast corner of 
the pond. As part of an earlier construction, a diversion canal to carry water of Jacobs Swamp Creek was 
constructed east of the 1979 pond area.  The eastern dike of the 1979 construction was built parallel to 
that canal, but the dike slopes did not extend down to the canal. 

The design water level was shown at elevation 135 feet in the storage pond and elevation 133 feet in the 
discharge basin.  Vertical risers connecting to horizontal pipes provided for water removal. The exit of the 
pipe from the discharge basin was to be at elevation 117 feet. Over time, the vertical risers were extended 
to provide for a normal pond water level at elevation 143 feet and a normal discharge pond water level at 
elevation 141 feet.  These elevations are referenced to the 1929 datum.  Current surveying referenced to 
the NAVD 1988 datum places the dike crest at approximately elevation 143 feet, the water surface in the 
pond at approximately elevation 139 feet, and the water surface in the discharge basin at approximately 
elevation 134 feet. 

3.4 Interior Dike Construction 

As ash filled the storage areas and new areas were constructed, the filled areas drained and settled to form 
surfaces capable of supporting equipment.  The original ash disposal areas were planted in vegetation for 
dust control and wildlife habitat.  To more effectively handle the ash, Progress Energy began excavating 
settled ash and creating dry stacks in the northern areas.  Starting in 2001, interior dikes of ash were 
constructed within the northern area and, most recently, in portions of the southern area.  These interior 
dikes did not directly abut the exterior dikes.   
 
In 2001, a new ash storage area was constructed on top of the north pond dry stacked area, using some of 
the dry-stacked ash to form new dikes.  As that area was beginning to impound sluiced ash, a small 
erosional failure occurred in the north side of the system, and a small volume of water carrying suspended 
ash found its way across the original north perimeter dike and ultimately into the Lumber River.  The 
flow was of short duration and caused no visible damage to the north perimeter dike. The failed dike 
section was reconstructed using ash, but no liquid ash slurry was permitted to be impounded against the 
dike. 

4.0 INSPECTION HISTORY 

4.1 Plant Personnel Inspections 

Plant personnel have performed general visual inspections of the Southern Ash Area since it was 
constructed.  Because the ash adjacent to the Northern Ash Area perimeter dikes had drained and was 
vegetated, plant personnel did not routinely observe these perimeter dikes.   
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4.2 Independent Consultant Inspections 

Under an agreement with the North Carolina Utilities Commission (NCUC), Progress Energy began a 
program of independent consultant inspections of the dikes on 5-year intervals beginning in 1985.  Law 
Engineering/MACTEC performed the inspections and issued reports that were transmitted to the NCUC.  
The independent consultant inspections were made for the dikes constructed in 1979, the Southern Ash 
Area.  

4.3 North Carolina Dam Safety inspections 

In August, 2009, the North Carolina Legislature adopted a bill that placed regulation of the ash pond dams 
and other power plant dams under the jurisdiction of the Dam Safety group of the Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources, Division of Land Resources, Land Quality Section, (DENR). In 
January, 2010, Dam Safety personnel conducted an inspection of the ash pond area.  Their inspection 
covered the dikes around the complete perimeter.  In their report, DENR commented on the tree growth on 
the exterior slopes of the Northern Ash Area and on the seepage emerging from the south dike of the 
Southern Ash Area.  A Notice of Deficiency was issued dated April 29, 2010. 

5.0 GEOTECHNICAL DATA COLLECTION 

5.1 Historical Data 

The earliest geotechnical data found in our file review is the Law Engineering report from 1978, 
performed in support of the 1979 dike construction.  The work included 25 borings located as shown in 
Exhibit 6 and laboratory classification testing. Copies of the borings and laboratory test results are 
included in Appendix F-1.  No records of laboratory strength testing were located. 

A geotechnical exploration was conducted in 1988 by Law Engineering as part of a feasibility study for 
interior stacking of dry ash.  The work included four borings along the crest of some of the Northern Ash 
Area east and west dikes and some hand auger borings at the toe of these dikes.  No laboratory strength 
testing was conducted.  Copies of the boring location plan and boring records are included in Appendix F-
2. 

In 1993, Law Engineering performed a geotechnical study of the stability and seepage conditions at the 
south dike of the 1979 construction.  The work included three soil test borings advanced from the dike 
crest at observed downslope seepage areas and six hand auger borings on the exterior slope.  Slotted pipe 
was placed in the boreholes to allow checks of water levels.  Laboratory testing was conducted that 
included a trixial consolidated undrained compression test with pore pressure measurements.  A copy of 
the 1993 report is included in Appendix F-3.   

5.2 Present Field Exploration Program 

A geotechnical exploration program was performed to obtain information on the materials within and 
below the perimeter dikes.  Information was also obtained on the sedimented ash that has been in place 
adjacent to the Northern Ash Area, north perimeter dikes for over 50 years.  The exploration program 
included the elements listed in the following subsections. 
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5.2.1 Topographic Mapping  

McKim and Creed, under subcontract to MACTEC, performed aerial photographic mapping of the entire 
ash pond area.  A topographic map with 1-foot contours was furnished for project use (Drawing 4). In 
addition, McKim and Creed obtained surveyed cross sections at selected locations on the perimeter dike 
of the Northern Ash Area.  The cross sections were used in stability analysis and are discussed in section 
7.3. 

5.2.2 Geotechnical Borings  

 The boring program consisted of 16 soil test borings drilled with a track-mounted rig and 13 shallow-
depth borings advanced using a hand auger, mainly on dike slopes.  Drawing 5 shows the boring locations 
which were obtained using GPS methods and references to site markers placed by McKim and Creed for 
topographic information. Note that boring NB-2 originally planned was not drilled due to its close 
proximity to boring NB-3. 

The soil borings were performed Bridger Drilling Enterprises under subcontract to MACTEC using a 
CME 45C drill rig mounted on an all-terrain carrier. Borings were drilled using mud-rotary drilling 
procedures.  Standard penetration testing (SPT) was performed at 2.5 to 5-foot intervals by driving a 1-3/8 
inch inside diameter split-spoon sampler in general accordance with ASTM D 1586.  The split-spoon 
sampler is driven into the soil a distance of 18 inches by a manual hammer weighing 140-pounds from a 
free fall height of 30 inches.  The number of blows required to drive each 6-inches of the sampler were 
noted, and the number of blows from the middle two increments are added to obtain the Standard 
Penetration Resistance (N-Value). 

Samples were taken from the split-spoon sampler, described and identified based on visual-manual 
procedures.  A representative portion of each sample was sealed in a glass jar with a moisture tight lid, 
labeled and returned to MACTEC’s laboratory for further visual-manual identification and/or laboratory 
testing.  Intact samples were obtained in at targeted depth intervals based on the SPT work and field 
observations of the samples.  In some cases an adjacent borehole was drilled for the intact sampling.  The 
methods described in ASTM D 1587 for thin walled tube sampling were used.  

An experienced geotechnical engineering professional observed the drilling operations, logged the 
recovered soil samples, recorded SPT blow counts and measured ground water levels if encountered.  
Each of the soil samples was described in accordance Unified Soil Classification System (USCS).  
Detailed descriptions of the soil samples recovered from the borings are presented on the boring logs in 
Appendix A.  The stratification lines indicated on the boring logs represent the approximate boundaries 
between soil types; in-situ, the transitions may be gradual.  Variations in soil conditions between borings 
can also occur. 

5.2.3 Cone Penetrometer Testing  

Thirteen cone penetrometer probes (CPTu) were advanced within the sedimented ash area adjacent to the 
north perimeter dike to check thickness of the ash and water levels.  The cone penetrometer information 
was also obtained for use in later evaluations of the ash that may be performed related to possible 
decommissioning of some the Northern Ash Area dikes. The locations are shown on Drawing 4.  This 
work was performed by Cone-Tec of Virginia under subcontract to MACTEC.  The CPTu is performed 
by hydraulically pushing rods with a conical tip into the soil.  A track mounted rig was used.  The cone 
tips are instrumented with an inclinometer and a pore water pressure measurement cell.  The cones are 
advanced at a steady rate by hydraulic pressure.  Data are transmitted to a data processing computer 
equipped that records tip bearing stress (qc), side sleeve friction (fs),  pore water  pressure (u2) created by 
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the act of pushing the cone into the soil, and deviation of the cone tip from vertical.  The data are recorded 
automatically for every 2 cm of soil penetration, thereby providing a nearly continuous subsurface profile. 

At three locations, a cone equipped with a vibration sensor was used to allow measurement of the arrival 
times of shear waves generated by a horizontal impact on the ground surface.  These data allow 
computation of the soil shear wave velocity. 

Results of the CPTu testing are presented on summary plots in Appendix B.    

5.2.4 Water Level Observation Casings 

To allow checks for water levels over time, temporary 1-inch diameter PVC pipes with slotted sections 
were installed in the boreholes.  The PVC pipes were set in the open borehole, a sand pack was placed to 
approximately one foot above the slotted section, a bentonite seal placed above the sand pack, and a 
bentonite-cement grout used to fill the remainder of the borehole.  Steel protective covers were installed 
flush with the dike soils in the south dike area.  For the north dike area, the temporary casings were 
allowed to extend above the dike crest.  After obtaining several sets of water level measurements, the 
temporary casings will be filled with grout. 

5.3 Laboratory Testing 

5.3.1 Historical Data  

 As mentioned in section 5.1, only limited laboratory testing has been conducted in past geotechnical 
explorations.  The data collected was in the 1979 south dike area.  One consolidated undrained triaxial 
test with pore pressure measurements was conducted.  Various laboratory classification tests have been 
conducted including particle size distribution, Atterburg limits and Proctor compaction. The available 
laboratory data was used to compare results from the current exploration. 

5.3.2 Current Study  

 Soil samples were re-examined in the field and laboratory by an experienced engineer to confirm field 
classifications.  The field classifications were revised where necessary.  Soil samples were grouped into 
major strata based on visual-manual identification procedures.  Laboratory testing was conducted on 
representative soil samples to aid in classification.  Laboratory tests performed included natural moisture 
contents, grain size distribution and Atterberg limit determination tests.  Consolidated, undrained triaxial 
shear tests with pore pressure measurements were performed on four selected intact samples.   All testing 
was done in general accordance with applicable ASTM specifications.  The results of the tests are 
included in Appendix C. 

6.0 Geological Conditions 

6.1  Geologic Setting 

The Weatherspoon plant site is near the western edge of the Inner Coastal Plain Physiographic province. 
The surficial materials in this area were deposited by river activity and typically consist of mixed layers 
of sand, silt and clay.  Because the site is adjacent to the Lumber River, floodplain deposits of soft silt and 
clay are common.  
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The upper deposits are underlain by silts and clays of the Yorktown Formation.  Broken shells mixed with 
silt, clay and sand are often encountered in this formation. 

6.2 Surface Conditions 

The dike crests are all reasonably level.  Gravel is presently in variable amounts to serve as a travel path. 
Vegetation on the crests is maintained by mowing. Past inspections and recent observations have found 
no indications of cracks along the edges of the crests and no unusual settlement or deformation. 

Interior slopes have limited exposure due to the accumulated ash or impounded water.  In the Northern 
Ash Area, the sedimented ash is within 1 to 2 feet of the dike crest, except in the northeast corner where 
remnants of the former discharge area are up to 9 feet below the crest.  In the Southern Ash Area, 
sedimented ash or water is within 2 to 3 feet of the crest.  Interior slopes are typically grassed.  Vegetation 
is maintained by mowing. 

Exterior slopes in the Northern Ash Area have not been maintained for some time because no ash was 
being placed in these areas.  Vegetation consisting of brush and kudzu has grown up on the western 
portion.  Trees ranging from deciduous saplings to 12-inch diameter or greater pines and some brush have 
grown up on the north and east portions of the area. 

Along the north dike in particular, local slumps have occurred creating very steep upper slope portions. 
Many of these are currently partly retained by logs placed by plant personnel.  Further down the slopes, a 
bench is present.  Judging from the construction photographs in Exhibits 1 through 3, this bench could be 
original ground with the slope below the bench having been excavated as part of the rail line access.  
Within this lower slope, there are occasional very steep sections, possibly caused by erosion from 
flooding of the stream that is between the slope and the rail line embankment. 

The exterior slope in the area of the former discharge pipe on the east side dike is very steep and has had 
surficial slides (area N-7 on Drawing 5).   

A portion of the west dike approximately 125 feet in length and located near the entrance ramp from the 
plant has a very steep exterior slope suggestive of past slumps.  The slope has been in this condition for 
some years and the dike crest shows no distress. This area is identified as N-10 on Drawing 5.  There is 
no liquid material adjacent to the dike, and the dike is low height, approximately 10 feet. 

Exterior slopes in the Southern Ash Area have light brush and grass vegetation that is maintained by 
mowing or hand cutting.  These slopes are in fair condition.  Past inspections have found no indications of 
slumping or cracks that would suggest slope failures.  The south dike of this area does have slight seepage 
emerging at some locations; this condition was noted in 1990 after the pond water level was raised.  The 
conditions have been observed in inspections since that time.  The seepage is typically slow ooze with 
rare spot of concentrated, slight flow.  Progress Energy plant personnel installed a toe drain in 1994 
consisting of a trench filled with gravel dug near the toe of the slope and four solid pipe outlet drains 
leading to the drainage ditch between the dike toe road and the access road to the cooling lake.  The 
seepage appeared to decrease after installation of the toe drain, but in recent inspections, seepage 
appeared to be increasing and involving additional slope areas. 

6.3 Northern Ash Area Subsurface Conditions 

Based on the construction photographs in Exhibits 1 through 3, the material for the dike construction was 
probably obtained from excavations for the adjacent rail line and supplemented by excavation from within 
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the planned pond area.  The exhibits also show the presence of a bench level along the dike alignment.  
Limited original contours from plant plans indicate elevations of 140 to 145 feet in the vicinity of the 
northern dike segment with elevations dropping toward the south.  Because the tops of the dikes are now 
about elevation 145 feet, dike heights along the northern segment were likely 10 feet or less, assuming 
some interior excavation was made.  Because materials excavated from natural ground were used as fill 
over natural ground, distinguishing a break between fill and natural ground from sample appearance is 
difficult.  Indications of organic traces and color changes were used to select the boundary between fill 
and original ground for our evaluation.   

6.3.1 Dike Fill 

 The dike fill consists of predominantly sandy soils with some silt and clay.  Unified Soil Classification 
System (USCS) symbols of SP (poorly-graded sand), SM (silty sand) and SC (clayey sand) are typical.  
Standard penetration resistances (N-values) ranged from 4 blows per foot (bpf) to 28 bpf.  The N-values 
were commonly high in the upper three to five feet and decreased with depth.   

Borings NB-1, NB-3 and NB-4 are in the segment of dike constructed adjacent to the rail line.  The 
standard penetration resistances (N-values) in these borings are generally lower and more variable than 
those in borings NB-5, NB-6, NB-7 and NB-8 which are in an area constructed a further distance from the 
rail line.  The variable N-values suggest an irregular compaction, and the lower values suggest low 
compactive effort.  The patterns are consistent with a construction technique of creating piles of 
excavated material and then grading to the dike shape. 

While the soils in the dike fill in borings NB-5, NB-6, NB-7 and NB-8 are similar in composition to those 
discussed above; the N-values are greater than 20 bpf in the upper five feet and generally above 14 bpf 
below five feet.  The N-value patterns suggest this dike segment may have had a more controlled 
construction and may have included some compaction effort. 

6.3.2 Natural Ground  

The natural ground surface was typically dark brown sand with traces of organic staining or small 
rootlets.  The natural soils varied from sands with little fine material to clayey sand.  Thin clay seams 
interbedded with sand were often present.  N-values varied widely, ranging from 0 (weight of hammer 
advanced the sampler) to 28 bpf.   

The soils below elevations of approximately 125 to 120 feet were identified as part of the Yorktown 
Formation.  Mixtures of broken shell, fine sand and silt or clay, commonly termed “shell hash” were 
present in four borings.   

6.3.3 Sedimented Ash 

Sedimented ash is present adjacent to the Northern Ash Area dikes.  For the purposes of the present study, 
only information on the ash thickness and water level within the ash was used.  Based on the CPTu data, 
the thickness of the sedimented ash was typically nine to 10 feet with a thickness of 12 feet near section 
N-1. The thicknesses are consistent with the estimates of original ground levels made from borings. 

6.3.4 Water Levels  

 Water levels were checked in the temporary observation casings several times after the installation. Table 
1 summarizes the information for the Northern Ash Area.  Water levels were also checked in the hand 
auger borings approximately a week after they were drilled.  Water levels in the crest borings ranged from 
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approximately 10 feet to approximately 15 feet below the crest.  These depths correspond to elevations 
between approximately 130 and 134 feet (NAVD 1988).  

Water levels estimated from the CPTu probes ranged from approximately 1 foot adjacent to a small area 
of standing water in a depression associated with the former discharge structure location, to 7 to 8 feet in 
other areas. The depths were converted to elevations for use in establishing a phreatic line for stability 
analysis.  The results are shown on the stability analysis sections discussed in Section 7.3. 

The hand auger borings on the slope that were near the upper part of the dike slope generally did not 
encounter water to their termination depths of 2 to 5 feet.  Hand auger borings near the base of the dike 
slope typically did encounter water at depths of 1 to 4 feet below the ground surface.   The measured 
water levels in hand auger borings for the Northern Ash Area are summarized in Table 1 on the next page. 
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Table 1:  Measured Groundwater Level Summary – Northern Ash Area 

Location Approx. Ground 
Elevation, ft 

Groundwater Elevations 

6/24/2010 7/12/2010 8/3/2010 
NB-1 146.23 129.6 130.46 130.77 

NB-3 144.96 132.3 132.55 133.56 

NB-4 145.90 133.8 136.17 131.41 

NB-5 145.68 - 133.76 134.18 

NB-6 145.09 132.1 132.31 132.82 

NB-7 144.72 128.6 128.85 133.32 

NB-8 144.77 130.3 130.51 130.81 

NB-1A 136.68 dry @ 134.9 * * 

NB-1C 129.08 127.3 * * 

NB-3A 137.44 dry @ 132.7 * * 

NB-3C 131.99 128.5 * * 

NB-4B 141 dry @ 136 * * 

NB-4C 133 129.3 * * 

NB-5B 140.41 dry @ 135.9 * * 

NB-5C 131.61 130.2 * * 

NB-6B 132.81 128.1 * * 

NB-6C 128.15 124.5 * * 

NB-8B 132.89 dry @ 127.9 * * 

NB-8C 125.89 125.2 * * 

‘-‘Groundwater measurement not taken on the specified date. 
‘dry @ xxx.x’ groundwater not encountered above boring termination/cave-in elevation  
listed. 
‘*’Hand Auger boreholes were backfilled on 6/24/10 
 

 

6.4 Southern Ash Area Subsurface Conditions 

The perimeter dikes for the southern area were constructed in 1979.  The material used in the dikes was 
excavated from within the pond area as indicated on Exhibits 6 and 7.  The dikes were constructed by 
placing soils in lifts and compacting them to not less than 95% of the standard Proctor maximum dry 
density (CP&L Specification No. PPCD-78-S-132).   
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6.4.1 Dike Fill  

 Original ground contours are available from the Olsen Associates 1973 Site Plan (Exhibit 4).  The lowest 
areas of original contours are along the south dike with elevations ranging from approximately 116 feet to 
125 feet at the west end.  Along the western and eastern dikes, original ground elevations are in the range 
of 120 feet to 125 feet, increasing in a northerly direction.  These elevations along with indications of root 
traces and abrupt changes in soil color or texture were used to estimate the thickness of the dike fill.  

The soils comprising the dike are predominately silty or clayey sands with USCS symbols of SP, SM and 
SC.  N-values ranged from a single low value of 3 bpf to a maximum value of 30 bpf with most values 
greater than 10 bpf.  Overall, the N-values are interpreted as indicating a compacted condition.  The 
conditions described in the present borings are very similar to those described in the 1993 borings 
contained in Appendix F-3. 

6.4.2 Natural Ground  

 Natural soils are mainly sands and silty sands with USCS symbols of SP and SM.  Dense to very dense 
consistencies were indicated by N-values greater than 30 bpf in several locations.  Some black organic 
cementation was present in some samples (organic hardpan).  Underneath the dense sands, below 
approximately elevation 110 feet, loose sand and some shell hash material was encountered. 

6.4.3 Water Levels  

Water levels were checked in the temporary observation casings several times after the installation. Table 
2 on the next page summarizes the information for the Southern Ash Area.  Water levels in the casings on 
the south dike crest ranged from approximately 11 feet to approximately 15 feet below the crest.  These 
depths correspond to elevations between approximately 129 and 132 feet.   

At the toe of the south dike, water levels showed unusual behavior.  The temporary casings were installed 
in areas adjacent to indications of surface seepage.  Two of the casings had water levels approximately 4 
to 5 feet below ground surface, while one, SB-5, had an artesian pressure head of approximately 3 feet 
above the ground surface .  At the SB-5 location, no water was actively emerging from the ground at the 
boring location. 

The hand auger borings on the slope that were near the upper part of  the dike slope generally did not 
encounter water to their termination depths of 2 to 5 feet.  Hand auger borings near the base of the dike 
slope typically encountered water at depths of 1 to 4 feet below the ground surface. 
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Table 2:  Measured Groundwater Summary – South Disposal Area 

Location Approx. Ground 
Elevation, ft 

Groundwater Elevations 

6/24/2010 7/12/2010 8/3/2010 
SB-1 143.2 132.2 132.1 132.0 

SB-1B 133.21 128.1 -  -  

SB-1W 
(Shallow) 

123.3 122.2 122.4 122.4 

SB-1W 
(Deep) 

123.26 120.1 122.6 122.7 

SB-2 142 126.4 128.13 127.52 

SB-2W 122.18 120.4 120.6 120.7 

SB-2B 133.74 dry @ 128.8 129.1 129.2 

SB-3 143.2 127.6 129.3 128.7 

SB-3B 134.07 129.6 130.2 131.5 

SB-3W 127.97 125.1 125.3 125.5 

SB-4 118.22 113.3 113.8 -  

SB-5* 117.22 120.0 -  120.1 

SB-6 120.08 115.4 -  -  

‘-‘Groundwater measurement not taken on the specified date. 
‘dry @ xxx.x’ groundwater not encountered above boring termination/cave-in elevation 
listed. 

‘*’ artesian conditions were noted in boring SB-5 performed at the toe of the slope. 

 

7.0 SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS 

Under the agreement between the North Carolina Utilities Commission and Progress Energy, the 
guidelines of the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE) were applicable to evaluations of 
the dam safety.  Effective January 1, 2010, state regulation of ash ponds is transferred to the North 
Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources (NCDENR), Land Quality Section, Dam 
Safety Program.  For this study, the requirements from both agencies pertaining to slope stability factors 
of safety have been considered: 

NCDENR: Based on North Carolina Administrative Code (NCAC) - Title 15A Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources of Subchapter 2K - Dam Safety  

• Minimum factor of safety for steady state conditions at current pool or design flood elevation is 1.5. 

• Minimum factor of safety for rapid draw-down conditions from current pool elevation is 1.25. 
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USACOE: Based on USACOE Engineering Manual (EM) 1110-2-1902(5)  

• Minimum factor of safety for maximum surcharge pool (design flood) is 1.4 

• Minimum factor of safety for seismic conditions from current pool elevation is 1.0 

7.1 Material Properties for Stability Analysis 

Based on the field exploration and laboratory data, the cross section was stratified into distinct soil layers. 
Material properties of each of these layers are described in the following subsections. 

7.1.1 North Dike Fill  

Consolidated, undrained triaxial shear tests with pore pressure measurements were performed on three 
intact samples obtained within the dike fill at boring locations NB-2, NB-3 and NB-5. The test results are 
included in the Appendix C of this report.  Because the dike has been in place more than 50 years, pore 
water pressures would be stabilized.  Thus, effective stress parameters were used in the analysis to assess 
the static stability. The results indicated fairly consistent soils. Two of the three tests show a component 
of effective cohesion. The effective friction angle, Ф’, varied between 32.7o and 35.2o and the effective 
cohesion varied between 0 and 65 psf. For analysis the average values from the three tests were used. 

For the portion of the dike at section N-10, no boring was available.  A back-calculation assuming a factor 
of safety of at least 1.1 exists for the slope provided an estimated cohesion value of 95 psf for a friction 
angle of 30 degrees, and those properties were used in evaluating stability improvement approaches. 

7.1.2 North Dike Foundation Soils   

As mentioned in section 6.2 of this report, N-values varied widely, ranging from 0 to 28 bpf.  The design 
soil parameters at each of the analyzed sections were typically interpreted using empirical correlations Ф 
= 28 +Navg/4 for cohesionless soils and c = 125 x Navg in units of psf for cohesive soils with some 
modifications based on judgment. The parameters used in the analysis are shown on the stability analysis 
sections (Drawings 7 through 16) and on stability analysis output plots in Appendix D1. 

7.1.3 South Dike Fill  

One consolidated, undrained triaxial shear tests with pore pressure measurements was performed on an 
intact samples obtained within the dike fill at boring location SB-2. The test results are included in the 
Appendix C of this report.  In addition, triaxial test data from tests performed in 1993 by Law 
Engineering was used. The report is included in Appendix F-3. Because the dike has been in place for 
over 30 years, pore water pressures would be stabilized.  Thus, effective stress parameters were used in 
the analysis to assess the static stability. The current test results showed effective strength parameters of 
Ф = 35.6o and c = 0 psf, and the previous test indicated Ф = 31.6o and c = 317 psf. For analysis the 
average values from the two tests were used.  

7.1.4 South Dike Foundation Soils 

As mentioned in section 6.2 of this report, N-values greater than 30 bpf were observed in several 
locations.  The design soil parameters at each of the analyzed sections were typically interpreted using 
empirical correlations mentioned in section 7.1.2. The parameters used in the analysis are shown on the 
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stability analysis sections (Drawings 17 through 19) and on stability analysis output plots in Appendix 
D2. 

7.2 SEISMIC LOADS 

No additional load on the ground surface is considered for static slope stability analysis. For an 
earthquake analysis, seismic design parameters were obtained using American State Highway 
Transportation Officials software program AASHTO GM 2-1(4) which is based on based on 5% in 50 year 
probabilistic data from the United States Geological Survey (USGS). The program inputs include project 
site location information (Latitude: 34.591 and Longitude: -078.971) and the “Site Class” determined in 
accordance with the International Building Code 2006(5). 

The site class is based on average soil properties in Top 100 feet. Based on the current and historic 
borings and general geological information the site class for the project site varies between D and E.  For 
analysis purposes site class ‘E’ is used for North dike sections which corresponds to a soft soil profile 
(Navg< 15). For South dike sections site class ‘D’ is used for analysis which corresponds to a stiff soil 
profile (15 ≤. Navg ≤ 50). Using the site coefficients from the AASHTO GM 2-1 program output, the Peak 
Ground Acceleration (PGA) is calculated in accordance with section 1802.2.7 of International Building 
Code 2006(5) and is included in Appendix E of this report. A PGA of 0.143g is applicable to south dike 
sections and 0.091g for North dike sections.  Therefore, for a pseudo-static representation of earthquake 
effects, seismic coefficients of 0.143g and 0.091g are used to scale the horizontal component of 
earthquake force relative to the sliding mass for North Area and South Area dike sections respectively.  It 
is also assumed that earthquake force does not change the pre-earthquake static pore pressure in the slope. 

7.3 Analysis Methodology and Results 

Slope stability analysis under static and seismic load conditions was performed for the exterior slopes of 
the dikes in the Northern and Southern Ash Areas.  Interior slopes were not analyzed because they are 
covered to very near the crest elevations by sedimented ash.  Hydraulic and hydrologic analyses 
performed in a parallel study, and reported separately, show that the design flood event would not cause 
overtopping of the dikes.  The maximum pond water level from the event would be back to within ten 
percent of the normal pond level in approximately 2.5 days after the peak inflow.  Such a short duration 
of an elevated water level would not be sufficient to modify the phreatic surface used in the analyses.  
Rapid drawdown conditions were not evaluated because in order to have a rapid drawdown condition, a 
breach of the dam would be needed.  

There is no impounded water against the dikes in the Northern Ash Area.  In the Southern Ash Area, the 
only impounded water is in the southern end of the area E where dikes were constructed in 1979.  The 
analyses were conducted for the normal operating level of the 1979 pond (Area E). 

Information from the CPTu probes in the Northern Ash Area, pond water levels in the Southern Ash 
Area, and from the measured water levels in the temporary observation casings and hand auger borings 
was used to create phreatic surfaces through the dikes for the stability analysis.  In general, the highest 
measured water level was used in the analyses.   

The computer program PCSTABL5M with Windows based interactive STEDwin software was used for 
analysis.  The Modified Bishop’s method was used in calculating the factor of safety for circular arc 
failure surfaces.  The analyses performed included consideration of failures that included the foundation 
soils, failures constrained to be only within the dike, and local failures at edges of exterior slopes.  
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Considering the construction history and differences in results of borings and performance observations, 
four different dike segments were analyzed: 

• Northern Ash Area dikes constructed in approximately 1955, identified as Area A on Drawing 2. 

• Northern Ash Area dikes constructed in the 1950’s, identified as Area B on Drawing 2. 

• Northern Ash Area dike represented by section N-10 as shown on Drawing 5. 

• Northern Ash Area - the eastern dike of the early 1970’s construction identified as section N-9  
on Drawing 2. 

• Southern Ash Area dikes constructed in 1979, identified as Area E on Drawing 2. 

Sections analyzed are identified on Drawing 5.  The individual analysis sections are shown on Drawings 7 
through 16 and include soil properties and plots of the minimum factors of safety for the static analyses. 
Drawing 6 is a legend common to all sections.  Stability analysis output plots showing the section and soil 
properties are included in Appendices D1 and D2 for the Northern Ash Area and Southern Ash Area 
dikes respectively. 

7.3.1 Stability Analysis– Northern Ash Area A 

The dike forming the perimeter of Area A was constructed in 1955 based on construction photographs.   
There is no apparent excavation into the natural ground adjacent to these dikes.  Based on field 
reconnaissance and considering locations areas flagged by NCDENR during their January, 2010 field 
visit, MACTEC selected sections N-5, N-6 and N-7 (see Drawing 5) to represent the range of slope 
conditions in Area A.  The analysis included both static and seismic conditions.   

The water levels for this dike area are deep, reflecting the absence of impounded water on the adjacent 
sedimented ash.  Most water levels in the borings on the dike crest are near the interpreted level of the 
original ground. The stability analysis sections are shown on Drawings 7, 8 and 9. The nature of the 
analysis performed and the associated minimum factors of safety are provided in Table 3 below.  Plots of 
the stability analysis results and the summary of input data are included in Appendix D1.  

Table 3: Factors of Safety against Slope Failure – Area ‘A’ sections 

Section 
Identification 

Description of Analysis Factor of Safety 

 Static Seismic
North  Dike -
Section N-5 

Exterior slope, phreatic surface developed from measured 
water level.  

1.61 1.17 

North  Dike- 
Section N-6 

Exterior slope, phreatic surface developed from measured 
water level. Analysis surfaces constrained to be within the 
dike. 

2.00 1.37 

North  Dike- 
Section N-6 

Exterior slope, phreatic surface developed from measured 
water level. Analysis surfaces extending into foundation 
soils. 

1.64 1.07 
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North  Dike- 
Section N-7 

Exterior slope, phreatic surface developed from measured 
water level. 1.08 0.8 

 

Stability sections N-5 and N-6 are comparable and are more representative of the conditions in Area B. 
The crest at these sections is about 20 feet wide with a slope of 2H:1V or flatter as shown on Drawings 7 
and 8. From the CPT data, the depth of retained sedimented ash is estimated to vary between 9 and 10 
feet.  The stability analysis results indicate a minimum factor of safety of 1.61 for static conditions and 
1.07 for seismic conditions. The results are above the minimum requirements set by governing agencies 
indicated in Section 7.0.  

Section N-7 is located where the original outlet pipe penetrated the dike. There has been erosion and 
possibly local slumping at this area resulting in an exterior slope of approximately 1.4H:1V as shown on 
Drawing 9. The stability analysis results indicate a factor of safety of 1.08 and 0.8 for static and seismic 
conditions respectively. These results are well below the minimum regulatory requirements.   
Improvements to the portion of the dike represented by section N-7 are necessary as discussed in Section 
9. 

7.3.2 Stability Analysis– Northern Ash Area B 

Based on field reconnaissance and considering locations areas flagged by NCDENR during their January, 
2010 field visit, MACTEC selected sections N-1, N-2, N-3 and N-4 (see Drawing 5) to represent the 
range of slope conditions in this area. As discussed in Section 3.2, this dike was constructed from 
materials excavated during the rail line construction, and a bench was created by leaving in place some 
natural ground.  The bench is not continuous along the exterior slope.  Section N-3 represents the bench 
configuration condition. Section N-1 represents a condition where no bench is present.  There are areas 
where past slumping or erosion has created local steep slopes both near the dike crest and in the lower 
exterior slope that are very steep.  Sections N-2 and N-4 represent a very steep condition (N-2) and a 
more common condition (N-4).   

The water levels for this dike area are deep, reflecting the absence of impounded water on the adjacent 
sedimented ash.  Most water levels in the borings on the dike crest are near the interpreted level of the 
original ground. The stability analysis sections and locations of critical circles for the minimum factors of 
safety are shown on Drawings 10 through 13. The nature of the analysis performed and the associated 
minimum factors of safety are provided in Table 4 on the next page.  Plots of the stability analysis results 
and the summary of input data are included in Appendix D1.  
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Table 4: Factors of Safety against Slope Failure – Area ‘B’ sections 

Section 
Identification 

Description of Analysis Factor of Safety 

 Static Seismic
North  Dike -
Section N-1 

Exterior slope, phreatic surface developed from measured 
water level. Analysis surfaces extending into the 
foundation.

1.38 0.99 

North  Dike -
Section N-1 

Exterior slope, phreatic surface developed from measured 
water level. Analysis surfaces constrained to be within the 
slope. 

1.42 1.04 

North Dike – 
Section N-2 

Steep section in lower portion of slope, Phreatic surface 
developed from measured water levels in borings at section N-3.  
Analysis limited to steep lower portion. 

1.07 Not 
Run 

North Dike 
Section N-3 

Exterior slope, bench present, analysis for slope at edge of 
bench. Phreatic surface developed from measured water 
level. 

1.66 1.36 

North  Dike -
Section N-4 

Exterior slope, phreatic surface developed from measured 
water level. Analysis surfaces through the crest extending 
into the foundation soils. 

1.75 1.15 

North Dike 
Section N-4 

Local slope with 2H:1V ratio at dike crest.  Analysis 
surfaces limited to local failure. 2.03 Not 

Run 

North  Dike -
Section N-4 

Exterior slope, phreatic surface developed from measured 
water level. Local failure at toe of the slope  1.35 0.96 

 

The crest at dike section N-1 is about 30 feet wide, and the exterior slope is 2H:1V or flatter as shown on 
Drawing 10. There is no bench present at the original ground level.  The depth of ash retained behind the 
dike is estimated to be 10 feet deep.   The phreatic line is below the dike fill material, and there are no 
signs of seepage emerging from the slope.  The stability analysis results indicate factors of safety of 1.38 
and 0.99 for static and seismic conditions, respectively for failure surface extending into the foundation 
soils. The factors of safety is 1.42 when the failure surface is constrained to be within the slope. In 
consideration of more than 50 years of satisfactory performance and no foreseen changes in the phreatic 
conditions of the dike, these results are deemed satisfactory.  

The steep lower portion of the slope represented by section N-2 shows a factor of safety of 1.07 in the 
static analysis (Drawing 11).  Remedial measures are needed where these very steep conditions exist.   

The crest at dike section N-3 is about 20 feet wide with a slope of 2H:1V down to a bench that is about 25 
feet wide leading to another slope of 2H:1Vor flatter as shown on Drawing 12. The depth of ash retained 
behind the dike is estimated at 9 feet. The phreatic line is below the dike fill material, and there are no 
signs of seepage emerging from the slope. The stability analysis results for the lower slope portion 
indicate a factor of safety of 1.66 for the static condition and 1.36 for a seismic condition.  These factors 
of safety exceed stated regulatory values. 
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Cross-section N-4 is representative of the more irregular slope conditions in this area. The dike section 
consists of a 5-ft high upper slope with a 2H:1V ratio, a 16-ft horizontal bench and a 5-ft high lower 
slope, also with a 2H:1V rato as shown on Drawing 13. The stability analysis results indicate an overall 
slope stability factor of safety of 1.75 for static conditions and 1.15 for seismic conditions and satisfy 
regulatory requirements. The low height 2H:1V slope at the dike crest was analyzed for local failures and 
found to have a factor of safety of 2.03 which exceeds regulatory requirements.  The lower slope was 
reviewed for shallow-seated failures, and factors of safety are 1.35 and 0.96 for static and seismic 
conditions, respectively were found. Lower factors of safety would result where the locally steeper slope 
conditions exist as discussed earlier for section N-2. Recommendations for addressing the local slumps 
are provided in Section 9. 

7.3.3 Stability Analysis– Northern Ash Areas C and D 

The dike forming the west perimeter of Area C was constructed in the 1960’s and contains a portion with 
a very steep exterior slope.  Section N-10 located as shown on Drawing 5 was selected to represent these 
conditions.  On the east side of the Northern Ash Area, Area D dikes were constructed in the 1970’s 
.slope Based on field reconnaissance and the areas flagged by NCDENR during their January field visit, 
MACTEC selected  sections N-8 and SB-9 (see Drawing 5 for locations) to represent the slope conditions 
in Area D. The analysis included both static and seismic conditions.  The analysis included both static and 
seismic conditions.   

The water levels for this dike area are deep, reflecting the absence of impounded water on the adjacent 
sedimented ash.  The nature of the analysis performed and the associated minimum factors of safety are 
provided in Table 5 below. Plots of the stability analysis results and the summary of input data are 
included in Appendix D1.  

Table 5: Factors of Safety against Slope Failure – Areas ‘C’ and ‘D’  

Section 
Identification 

Description of Analysis Factor of Safety 

 Static Seismic

Section N-8 Exterior Slope, Phreatic Surface developed from measured 
water level. 

1.61 1.18 

Section N-9 Exterior slope, Phreatic Surface developed from water 
level observed in boring. 

1.59 1.22 

Section N-10 Steep exterior slope with water in natural ground 1.1 Not 
Run 

 

The dike crest at section N-8 is about 25 feet wide and 16 feet high.  The exterior slope is about 1.7H:1V 
with localized steeper sections as shown on Drawing 14. The stability analysis results indicate a minimum 
factor of safety of 1.61 for static conditions and 1.07 for seismic conditions. The results are above the 
minimum requirements set by governing agencies. 

The dike section in the vicinity of section N-9 appears to have been constructed to a height of 
approximately 10 feet above the original ground.  The exterior slope is approximately 2H:1V) based on 
field estimates.  Due to the tree cover, the aerial topography in this location was not useful. The original 
ground slopes down on and estimated 3H:1V ratio to the diversion canal for Jacobs Swamp Creek.  
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Drawing 15 shows the estimated slope configuration. The water and soil information from boring SB-9 
coupled with visual inspection of this area did not indicate seepage-related or stability issues. The stability 
analyses indicate factors of safety similar to those at section N-8 which has a similar topography.   

The dike at section N-10 is estimated to be approximately 10 feet high and to have an approximate 60 
degree slope.  No water was observed exiting the slope.  Old sedimented ash level with the dike crest is in 
place to the east of the dike with no standing water.  Drawing 16 shows the stability analysis section. As 
noted in section 7.1.1, the factor of safety was assumed in order to back-calculate strength parameters for 
use in evaluating slope improvements. 

7.3.4 Stability Analysis Summary – Northern Ash Area   

Dikes in the Northern Ash Area are generally shown to have satisfactory factors of safety with local 
exceptions discussed below. 

• Area A West End - The highest dike sections are on the western portion of Area A and are 
represented by Section N-1.  Here the factor of safety from our analysis is less than the 1.5 
required by regulatory documents.  MACTEC considers the factor of safety obtained (1.38 to 
1.42) to be acceptable from an engineering perspective for the following reasons: 

• The dike has been in satisfactory service for over 50 years with no indications of potential 
failure. 

• No water is impounded against the dike, and none has been impounded for many years. 

• The phreatic line within the dike is low, and may be in the natural ground 

• The dike crest is less than 2 feet above the adjacent sedimented ash, thus potential to impound 
water against the dike is minimal. 

• Area A –– General - Except for the section near the original discharge pipe represented by 
Section N-7, our analysis indicates satisfactory factors of safety are present for Area A.  At 
Section N-7, very low factors of safety are indicated by our analysis.  Improvements to the 
slope around Section N-7 are needed as discussed in Section 8.1. 

• Area B – Steep Sections - There are local portions of the Area A dike where past erosion or local 
slumping have created irregular slope profiles.  Sections at N-2 and N-4 indicate such local 
irregular profiles do have lower factors of safety, and field observation indicates there are 
other steeper local conditions present.  Improvements are discussed in Section 8.1. 

• West Side of Area C – The length of dike with very steep slopes represented by section N-10 
does not show indications of active stability problems, but it is steeper than should be allowed 
to remain.  Improvements are discussed in Section 8.1.   

• Consideration of Tree Growth on Slopes – All of the dikes in the Northern Ash Area have 
extensive brush and tree growth.  No damage to the dikes has been observed during field 
inspections related to the tree growth.  Presence of tree roots within a slope provides some 
local reinforcement against shallow-seated slides.  Our analysis did not assume any 
reinforcement from the vegetation.   
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The impact on a dike from tree overturning can be to create locally steep slope conditions that 
may be unstable or susceptible to future erosion.  Such local conditions can be observed by 
Progress Energy’s regular inspections and repaired as needed.  A local removal of some of 
the dike section would not cause a large dike failure; the stability analyses critical surfaces 
are not near the dike slope surfaces.  Also, there is no liquid material retained by the dikes 
that would be released even if a local edge failure occurred.   

Another potential impact of tree overturning normally considered is creation of shorter flow 
paths for seepage and possible piping development.  For the Northern Ash Area dikes, there 
is no impounded water, and the phreatic surface is not close to the dike slope.  Thus, possible 
piping development is not of concern. 

Decay of tree root structures can occur and create softened surficial conditions leading to 
local surface slumps or erosion.  The successful 50-year service life of the Northern Ash Area 
dikes suggests such conditions have not been an issue. 

MACTEC concludes that removing trees on the Northern Ash Area dikes is not an 
engineering need for stability provided the present locally steep areas are addressed and that 
Progress Energy continue its normal visual inspections of the dikes to detect and repair 
conditions that may result from fallen trees.  Those normal inspections may be supplemented 
by a monthly inspection by an independent consultant who would walk the full faces of the 
dikes to check for areas needing repair related to tree falls.   

7.3.5 Stability Analysis – Southern Ash Area E 

The Southern Ash Area (designated as Area E on Drawing 2) is composed of the 1979 Ash Pond and its 
perimeter dike.  The south segment of the perimeter dike has had observable slight seepage since at least 
1998.  This south segment was the focus of the stability analysis.  MACTEC selected three locations for 
borings and analysis to represent the south dike area (shown as S-1, S-2 and S-3 on Drawing 5). The 
analysis included both static and seismic conditions.   

The phreatic line for the analysis was developed from the measured water levels in observation casings 
installed in the machine-drilled and hand augered borings performed on as shown on Drawing 5. The 
stability analysis sections and circles with the minimum factors of safety (static analysis) results are 
shown on Drawings 17, 18 and 19. The nature of the analysis performed and the associated minimum 
factors of safety are provided in Table 6 below.  Plots of the stability analysis results and the summary of 
input data are included in Appendix D2. 
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Table 6: Factors of Safety against Slope Failure – South Dike Sections 

Section 
Identification 

Description of Analysis Factor of Safety 

 
 

Static Seismic

South  Dike -
Section S-1 

Exterior Slope, Phreatic Surface developed from measured 
water level. Failure extending into foundation soils. 

1.57 1.2 

South  Dike -
Section S-1 

Exterior Slope, Phreatic Surface developed from measured 
water level. Failure constrained to be within the dike 1.74 1.43 

South  Dike -
Section S-2 

Exterior Slope, Phreatic Surface developed from measured 
water level. Failure extending into foundation soils 1.31 1.03 

South  Dike -
Section S-2 

Exterior Slope, Phreatic Surface developed from measured 
water level. Failure constrained to be within the dike 

1.37 1.10 

South  Dike -
Section S-3 

Exterior Slope, Phreatic Surface developed from measured 
water level. Failure circle unrestricted. 1.43 1.17 

 

The crest at south dike section 1 is about 20 feet wide and the dike height is estimated to 21 feet. The 
foundation soils generally consist of very dense sandy soils. There is water impounded adjacent to the 
south dike in the area of section S-1 with an approximate depth of 5 feet.  No slope seepage is apparent in 
the S-1 section, and the water level measured in boring SB-4 at the toe of the dike is about 4 feet below 
the existing ground surface.  A phreatic line connecting the impounded water surface and the water levels 
in the borings appears to follow a normally expected configuration.  The stability analysis results indicate 
a minimum factor of safety of 1.57 for static conditions and 1.2 for seismic conditions. The results are 
above the minimum requirements set by governing agencies mentioned in section 7.0. 

Section S-2 represents the poorest conditions along the south dike.  Adjacent to this section, there is a 
surficial slide that the plant filled in with sandy soils.  Seepage is oozing out at the dike toe and at some 
spots on the exterior slope with slight downslope movement during wet seasons.  Water levels in the hand 
auger borings on the slope were within a few inches of the ground surface.  At the toe, an artesian water 
pressure was exhibited in the installed observation casing, with the water rising to 35 inches above the 
ground surface.  No water was otherwise coming up from the ground surface around the casing location; 
however, this area has had wet soils and some standing water during wet seasons.  

Water levels in casings installed in the exterior slope indicated higher water levels than would be 
associated with a normal phreatic pattern as seen in section S-1. Review of original topographic 
information shown on Exhibit 4 indicates the general area of section S-2 was a low area with ground 
elevations along the dike centerline sloping up to both the east and west.  
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MACTEC interprets the observed conditions to indicate that water in the foundation soils is transmitting 
pressure from the impounded water head through the soils under the dike.  Near the exterior slope face, 
the pressures underneath the dike are causing water to rise up into the dike and emerge as the seepage 
seen near the dike toe.   

For analysis, the phreatic line was brought to the face of the exterior dike at an elevation equal to the 
artesian head at the dike toe.  The stability analysis results indicated a minimum factor of safety of 1.31 
and 1.03 for static and seismic conditions, respectively. These results do not indicate an immediate 
concern for the dike stability but they are below the minimum requirements set by governing agencies. 

At section S-3, similar elevated water levels were observed within the dike slope, but not in the 
observation point at the dike toe.  The stability analysis using the observed phreatic surface had a 
minimum factor of safety of 1.43 (static) and 1.17 (seismic). 

Cross sections with soil conditions for the west dike (Drawing 20) and the east dike (Drawing 21) are 
shown for information.  These dikes are similar in construction and composition to the South Dike, but do 
not have the elevated seepage conditions.  Stability analyses for these sections were not performed given 
their similarity to the South Dike.  The lower phreatic line would result in greater stability than the South 
Dike. 

7.3.6 Stability Analysis Summary for the Southern Ash Area 

The results of the exploration on the Southern Ash Area dikes indicated the South Dike has the highest 
potential for stability concerns due to the seepage that has been emerging from the dike slopes for several 
years.  Dam inspections have also noted the seepage has slowly increased in affected area and amount.  
The stability analyses presented above show factors of safety in the worst seepage area (Section S-2) that 
are less than 1.5.  While factors of safety at Section S-3 are slightly less than 1.5, they are higher than at 
Section S-2.  MACTEC recommends close monitoring for Section S-3.  If improvements are desired, the 
same method used for Section S-2 can be applied to Section S-3.  Improvements to the South Dike area 
are recommended as discussed in Section 8.2. 

8.0 DIKE IMPROVEMENTS 

8.1 NORTHERN ASH AREA DIKES  

There are several local spots along the dikes where steep conditions exist that should be repaired. Failures 
of low height, steep slopes occur from shallow-seated sliding.   MACTEC recommends using an earth 
anchoring stabilization approach to improve resistance to such sliding.  Individual earth anchors coupled 
with a geogrid material can be installed using hand-operated equipment for ease of access.  Drawing 22 
illustrates a typical anchor configuration.  One system that is applicable and has been used on another 
Progress Energy site is the Platipus® Anchor manufactured by Platipus Earth Anchoring Systems.  The 
anchors could be installed by plant personnel with training from the manufacturer. 

Alternative improvement approaches to use of earth anchors are slope flattening and rip rap 
blankets/berms.  The crest of the Northern Ash Area dikes is relatively broad and flattening can be 
achieved without removing all of the crest width.  Drawings 23 and 24 illustrate application of slope 
flattening to sections N-1 and N-2.  Localized grading on the interior of the dike may be needed to 
address surface drainage.  Drawings 25 and 26 illustrate placement of rip rap for improvement at sections 
N-1 and N-2.    
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For the very steep slope section on the west side of Area C, improvements are best achieved by flattening 
the slope.  Trucks entering and leaving the area of stacked dry ash travel along this section of the dike.  
There is adequate space to relocate the travel path for the trucks to the east. That would allow flattening 
the dike slope to achieve a 1.5H:1V ratio.  Our analysis shows that ratio provides a factor of safety of 
1.49.  Drawing 27 shows this approach.  Riprap placement can also be considered as shown on Drawing 
28.   

Results of slope stability analyses for the various improvement methods are summarized in Table 7.  Plots 
of critical surfaces with factors of safety and the summary of input data are included in Appendix D3. 

Table 7: Stability Analysis Summary for Northern Ash Area Improvements 

Section 
Identification 

Description of Analysis Factor of Safety 

 
 

Static Seismic

North Dike -
Section 1 

Exterior slope flattened to 2.5H:1V by cutting into steeper 
sections of existing dike. 1.54 1.04 

North Dike -
Section 1 

Exterior slope, water level unchanged, added 2-ft thick 
riprap for 26-ft length at the toe of the slope. 1.58 1.09 

North Dike -
Section 2 

Exterior slope flattened to 2.5H:1V by cutting into steeper 
sections of existing dike. 1.54 1.04 

North Dike -
Section 2 

Exterior slope, water level unchanged, combination of 
riprap and slope flattening. Added 2-ft thick riprap starting 
5-ft outside the toe of the slope to an elevation 137 on the 
slope. Exterior slope flattened to 2H:1V between elevation 
137 and 140.5 by cutting into steeper sections of existing 
dike. 

1.62 1.09 

North Dike -
Section 2 

Exterior slope, stabilized with Platipus Anchor System 
capable of providing an equivalent surface load of up to 
250 psf acting normal to the surface. 

1.53 1.09 

North Dike -
Section 10 

Exterior slope, stabilized with a 5-ft high and 8-ft wide, 
1H:1V Riprap berm at the toe of the slope 1.59 1.15 

North Dike -
Section 10 

Exterior slope flattened to 1.5H:1V by cutting into steeper 
sections of existing dike. 1.47 1.07 
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8.2 SOUTHERN ASH AREA - SOUTH DIKE   

Because of the continuing seepage conditions and the encountered artesian pressure, MACTEC 
recommends improvements be made to the south dike for the area in the vicinity of Section S-2.  Placing 
rip rap blanket on the slope and across the toe road provides stability improvement.  Because excavation 
to install a drainage trench is difficult, the rip rap blanket is preferred.  Drawing 29 illustrates the riprap 
blanket concept.  The recommended linear extent of the riprap layer is approximately 200 feet starting 
approximately 50 feet west of section S-1 and extending approximately 100 feet west of section S-2.   

Because the lower stability conditions at section S-2 are primarily caused by an elevated phreatic line within 
the dike, lowering the water level by drainage is an alternate to the use of rip rap.  Drawing 30 illustrates the 
effect of lowering the water level approximately two feet.   

Two methods have been considered that could lower the water level – a trench drain and horizontal drain 
points. 

Drawing 31 shows a plan and section for a new trench drain and outlets along the toe of the slope.   The 
presence of the generally sandy soils and the high water level at the toe (including the artesian condition) 
presents a difficult construction for installing drains.  There is a risk that installing a drain could breach the 
confining soil layer now preventing the artesian pressure from causing direct water flow out onto the 
berm/road, creating a worse situation than now exists.   

Water levels could be lowered by installing driven horizontal drains into the slope.  A drive anchor point to 
which is attached a preformed drain provides a simple method to install horizontal drainage.  Water flows 
out of the slope through the preformed drain and is allowed to exit onto the slope.  The drains can be 
installed in a manner that allows continued slope vegetation maintenance with mowers.  Drawing 32 shows 
information on the horizontal drains. 

Stability analyses at Section S-2 were run for both the riprap and the drainage approaches. The results are 
summarized in Table 8.  Plots of critical surfaces with factors of safety and the summary of input data are 
included in Appendix D3. 
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Table 8: Factors of Safety against Slope Failure – Modified South Dike Sections 

Section 
Identification 

Description of Analysis Factor of Safety 

 
 

Static Seismic

South Dike -
Section 2 

Exterior slope, water level lowered by 2-ft in the slope  
and at the toe. Failure circle extending into foundations 
soils. 

1.46 1.12 

South Dike -
Section 2 

Exterior slope, water level lowered by 2-ft in the slope  
and at the toe. Failure circle constrained to dike soils. 1.58 1.28 

South Dike -
Section 2 

Exterior slope, added 2-ft thick riprap extending from the 
edge of the ditch to 26-ft feet on the dike slope. Failure 
circle constrained to dike soils. 

1.62 1.30 

South Dike -
Section 2 

Exterior slope, added 2-ft thick riprap extending from the 
edge of the ditch to 26-ft feet on the dike slope. Failure 
circle extending into foundations soils. 

1.51 1.15 

South Dike -
Section 3 

Exterior slope, water level lowered by 2-ft in the slope  
and at the toe. Failure circle  not constrained. 1.57 1.28 

 

The results indicate that both the riprap and the toe drain concepts achieve a desired improvement.  
MACTEC recommends the riprap approach.   Using a toe drain to lower water levels would be a difficult 
construction because of the shallow water levels and relatively sandy soils.  In addition, the artesian head 
present at the toe of Section S-2 could make local conditions worse if the soil layer confining the water 
were punctured by the toe drain installation.  Placing riprap on a geotextile on the slope and across the toe 
berm/road appears to be a more feasible approach.  We recommend beginning the riprap approximately 
50 feet west of Section S-1 and continuing for 300 feet to the west. 

9.0 CONCLUSIONS 

9.1 NORTHERN ASH AREA 

The dikes in the Northern Ash Area have been in place for 40 to 50 years and were constructed in four 
projects.  There are no available records for their design or construction.  During their life no failures have 
been noted by plant personnel.  Currently these dikes do not have  impounded water against them, only 
dry, sedimented ash.  Exploration found water levels within the dikes at low levels.  Stability analysis 
results generally show factors of safety greater than 1.5.  There are local areas with steep slope conditions 
that should be improved using an earth anchoring system, slope flattening or placement of riprap.   

The western portion of Area A (section N-1) does have a factor of safety marginally lower than NCDENR 
and the USACOE criteria.   Considering sliding surfaces that extend into the foundation soils, the lowest 
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factor of safety (1.38) occurs at the North Dike section 1. This value is below the NCDENR and the 
USACOE criteria. The factor of safety for the same section with the surface constrained to be within the 
dike and upper foundation soils is 1.42.  Considering this and the successful performance of these dikes 
over the past 50 years, MACTEC interprets the analysis results as acceptable.  

For the west side of the Northern Ash Area, flattening the existing slope in the vicinity of Section N-10 is 
recommended coupled with a slight relocation of the truck access path now on the crest of the dike. 

Trees growing on the exterior slopes of the dikes are not a factor in the overall dike stability.  Surficial 
disruptions that may be created if a tree is toppled in a windstorm would not lead to a dike breach or loss 
of impounded water, because there is no impounded water.  Progress Energy’s regular visual checks of 
the dikes supplemented by monthly inspection by an independent engineer would detect tree falls and 
provide for repairs of disrupted slopes as needed.   

9.2 SOUTHERN ASH AREA 

The area was created by a single dike construction event in 1979.  Good design plans and construction 
records are available, although no engineering calculations were found.  The available records indicate 
design and construction followed normal engineering practices.   

The South Dike has had a history of local seepage on the lower part of the exterior slope since about 
1990.  This area was selected for stability analysis based on the seepage.  The analysis  results for the 
South Dike are generally within NCDENR and the USACOE criteria with the exception of section S-2, 
where the seepage is most prominent.  An artesian pressure was observed in soils below the toe of the 
slope. This artesian condition contributes to the surface seepage on the slope and the lower factor of 
safety at this section is associated with phreatic line being close to the slope surface .  

Improvements to the South Dike by placing a riprap blanket on the slope and toe berm/road are 
recommended to lower the phreatic line.  Alternates of a drainage trench (difficult to construct) and 
driven horizontal drains are possible. 
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Exhibit 1 – Construction photograph from 8/5/1948 showing rail line construction and ash pond general area. 
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Exhibit 2 ‐ Construction photograph from 7/20/1949 showing excavated slope for railroad access and material from the excavation 
placed on bench made in original ground at top of the cut. 

 

Dike Material 
Stacked on Bench 



 

Exhibit 3.  Construction photograph from 2/28/1955 showing “New ash disposal area..completed retaining dyke tying into old railroad 
cut spoil banks and new pipeline to disposal area.” 
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APPENDIX B 

Cone Penetrometer Test Results 

(Note – Ground surface elevations as surveyed by MACTEC personnel have been added to the CPTu 
plots provided by ConeTec.) 

 



                   ConeTec Inc.
Geotechnical and Environmental Site Investigation Contractors

606-S Roxbury Industrial Center, Charles City, VA 23030  Tel: (804) 966-5696  Fax: (804) 966-5697
  E-mail: ecargill@conetec.com   Website: www.conetec.com

Richmond   Vancouver   New Jersey    Salt Lake City   Edmonton 
10-947

June 30, 2010

Mr. Al Tice, P.E.
MACTEC Engineering & Consulting, Inc.
3301 Atlantic Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27604

Dear Mr. Tice,

Re:  CPTu Testing
Weatherspoon Power Plant; Lumberton, NC

We are pleased to enclose our data submission for the in-situ testing that ConeTec performed for you at 
the above referenced site on June 21 and 22, 2010.

Nine cone penetration test (CPTu) soundings and three seismic cone penetration test (SCPTu) soundings 
were performed to depths of approximately 15 to 21 feet below existing grade. A compression model 
electronic piezo cone penetrometer, with a 15 cm2 tip and a 225 cm2 friction sleeve, was used.  The cone 
is designed with an equal end area friction sleeve and a tip end area ratio of 0.80.  At the beginning of 
each sounding, the cone was outfitted with a vacuum-saturated, six millimeter-thick, porous plastic pore 
pressure element that is located immediately behind the tip (the U2 location).

The cone was advanced using a 15-ton tracked-mounted cone penetration rig.  As the cone was 
advanced into the ground, tip resistance (qc), sleeve friction (fs) and dynamic pore water pressure (U) 
were recorded every five centimeters (approximately every two inches) and are included in the attached 
files. A tabular output of this data and summary of engineering parameters, is included in the .xls files.
Additionally, shear wave measurements were performed on approximately 1-meter intervals in sounding 
CPT-2, CPT-4 and CPT-8. The results from measurements and shear wave velocity estimates can be 
found in the *-Vs.xls files. A summary of the field testing program can be found in the attached Table 1.

Thank you very much for using ConeTec.  It was a pleasure working with you and your staff and we look 
forward to working with you again in the future.  If you have any questions or require additional 
information, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Best regards,

Ethan Cargill
Manager



Weatherspoon Power Plant
June 21 and 22, 2010
10-947

 Table 1: Sounding Information Table
Test Type Sounding Number Filename Depth (ft) Estimated GWT (ft) Comments

CPTu CPT-1 947CP01 16.4 7
SCPTu CPT-2 947CP02 20.8 7 Seismic
CPTu CPT-3 947CP03 16.4 6

SCPTu CPT-4 947CP04 21.7 4 Seismic
CPTu CPT-5 947CP05 16.6 8
CPTu CPT-6 947CP06 21.2 8
CPTu CPT-7 947CP07 16.4 1

SCPTu CPT-8 947CP08 21.2 3 Seismic
CPTu CPT-9 947CP09 15.9 3
CPTu CPT-10 947CP10 21.2 3
CPTu CPT-11 947CP11 21.3 7
CPTu CPT-12 947CP12 21.2 4
CPTu CPT-13 947CP13 21.3 6



CPTu Plots
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 ConeTec Shear Wave Velocity Data Reduction Sheet

Hole: CPT-2
Location: Weatherspoon Power Plant
Cone: AD214
Date: 21-Jun-10
Source: Beam
Source Depth           0.00 0.00 m
Source Offset 2.15 m

Tip Depth Geophone Travel Path Interval time Velocity Velocity Interval  Interval 
(m) Depth(m) (m) (ms) (m/s) (ft/s) Depth (m) Depth (ft)
0.00
2.10 1.90 2.87
3.10 2.90 3.61 9.59 77.3 253.5 2.40 7.87
4.10 3.90 4.45 10.77 78.3 256.8 3.40 11.15
5.10 4.90 5.35 7.07 126.9 416.4 4.40 14.44
6.45 6.25 6.61 4.76 264.5 867.8 5.57 18.29



Job No: 10-947 Client: MACTEC Project Title: Weatherspoon Operator:   AS-RH        Hole: CPT-2           Site: Weatherspoon    Date: 06:21:10  14:29
Cone: 214:T1500F15U500
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 ConeTec Shear Wave Velocity Data Reduction Sheet

Hole: CPT-4
Location: Weatherspoon Power Plant
Cone: AD214
Date: 21-Jun-10
Source: Beam
Source Depth           0.00 0.00 m
Source Offset 2.15 m

Tip Depth Geophone Travel Path Interval time Velocity Velocity Interval  Interval 
(m) Depth(m) (m) (ms) (m/s) (ft/s) Depth (m) Depth (ft)
0.00
2.00 1.80 2.80
3.00 2.80 3.53 9.39 77.4 253.8 2.30 7.55
4.00 3.80 4.37 3.25 257.5 844.8 3.30 10.83
5.00 4.80 5.26 5.54 161.4 529.4 4.30 14.11
6.00 5.80 6.19 9.94 93.2 305.6 5.30 17.39
6.60 6.40 6.75 6.37 88.8 291.4 6.10 20.01
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Stability Analysis Output Plots – North Dike 
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Stability Analysis Output Plots – South Dike 
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Stability Analysis of Improvements 
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Seismic Site Class Calculations 
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1.0  SUMMARY
 

1.1  General 

 
MACTEC Engineering and Consulting, Inc. (MACTEC) has prepared this report to present the 

results of an independent consultant inspection of the ash pond dikes at Progress Energy Carolinas’ 

W.H. Weatherspoon Steam Electric Plant in Lumberton, North Carolina. The independent 

consultant inspection is performed at five-year intervals.  Past five-year independent consultant 

inspections were performed under an agreement between Progress Energy and the North Carolina 

Utilities Commission (NCUC).  Effective January 1, 2010, regulatory oversight for dams owned by 

utility companies was transferred from the NCUC to the North Carolina Department of 

Environment and Natural Resources, Division of Land Quality, Land Quality Section, Dam Safety 

Program (NCDENR Dam Safety).  The dam is entered in the Dam Safety inventory as the 

“1979 Weatherspoon Ash Pond” and has an inventory number of ROBES-009.   

Prior inspections were generally performed in accordance with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACOE) guidelines(1)*1 for a Phase I Inspection. These guidelines were part of the agreement 

between Progress Energy and the NCUC governing dam safety inspections.  The current inspection 

generally followed the USACOE guidelines and guidelines published by NCDENR Dam Safety(2) .  

North Carolina Dam Safety Regulations published in the North Carolina Administrative Code, 

Title 15A, Subchapter 2K(3)  were reviewed prior to the inspection.  

 

The last independent consultant inspection was made in 2005 by MACTEC Engineering and 

Consulting, Inc. (MACTEC). The results of that inspection were presented in a report to Progress 

Energy dated December 6, 2005(4). Subsequent to the last five-year inspection, brief site visits for 

observation were made by MACTEC at various times as described later in this report. 

 

A detailed review of the historical information about the site geology, engineering data, design and 

construction of the dikes and operations is contained in a historical volume submitted in 1995(5).  

The historical information is summarized in this report. 

 

Prior inspections focused on the active portion of the ash pond, referred to variously as the South 

Pond or the 1979 Pond.  We understand that NCDENR Dam Safety considers the entire 

                                                 
* Number in parentheses refers to references listed in Reference List Section 5.0 
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perimeter dike system as the ash pond dam without distinction between diked sections that 
retain old sedimented ash and dikes that retain current slurry ash. The present inspection was 

expanded from prior areas of focus to review the perimeter dike system around the entire ash 

storage area.  For purposes of description and discussion, segments of the dikes constructed prior to 

1979 are called the Northern Ash Area and those constructed in 1979 are called the Southern Ash 

Area. 

 

The dikes in the Northern Ash Area have a history of successful performance.  No design or 

construction information has been located.  The dikes are in fair condition with some local areas 

having steep slopes or old scarps that appear inactive.  Significant tree growth present on the 

exterior slopes requires evaluation, although the inspection did not identify structural problems 

associated with the tree growth.  A separate engineering study for the stability of the dikes has been 

conducted that recommends possible remedial actions for locally steep areas. 

 

Overall, the dikes in the Southern Ash Area and appurtenant structures are judged to be have been 

designed, constructed and maintained in satisfactory manner. The structures have performed well 

and, based on our observations, they do not exhibit significant safety concerns. Seepage present at 

locations on the south dike has increased slightly since the 2005 inspection and should be closely 

observed.  An engineering evaluation of the seepage conditions has been conducted under a 

separate study that recommends possible remedial measures to reduce the seepage effects..    

 
1.2 Purpose and Scope 
 
The purpose of this dam safe inspection and report is to identify, within the limitations of surface 

field inspection and office review of available data, records and operating history, any actual or 

potential deficiencies related to the maintenance, operation, or surveillance of the dams, dikes and 

other water control structures of the plant in order to protect the public’s safety and property. The 

objective is to recommend immediate action for public protection where necessary, further studies 

and analysis where required, and acceptance of the present condition of the dikes if justified by the 

engineering data and inspections. 

 

This investigation has been conducted in general conformity with the guidelines for inspection 

described in the previously cited USACOE and NCDENR Dam Safety guidelines. It encompassed 

a review of the 2005 safety inspection report a review of the available documents for description of 
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the geologic and engineering data relative to site conditions as well as the design, construction, and 

operational features of the entire perimeter dike and appurtenant structures. The internal 

maintenance and inspection records since 2005 and plans for future maintenance activities were 

also reviewed in consultation with maintenance and operations personnel at the Weatherspoon 

Plant. 

 

A site visit was made on April 9, 2010 for the purpose of inspecting features relating to the safety 

and integrity of the ash pond dikes and appurtenant structures. These features included evidence of 

leakage, erosion, seepage, slope instability, settlement, and conditions of protective vegetation. 

Photographs were obtained to document the general condition of the dike and significant features 

observed during the field inspection. 

 

1.3 Conclusions 

 

Based on a review of pertinent data in the manner described above, the following conclusions were 

reached: 

Northern Ash Area 

1. Design and construction information is limited to some construction photographs and a 

1973 topographic dike plan.   

2. The dikes have performed well; no dike failures are known to have occurred.  Locally 

steep areas exist on the exterior slope, and some indicate past slumping.  No areas indicate 

recent activity.   

3. No evidence of seepage emerging from the dikes or immediately adjacent toe areas was 

seen. 

4. No ash slurry has been discharged into the areas adjacent to the dikes for over 20 years, 

and the sedimented ash present has a dry surface capable of supporting light traffic. 

5. Vegetation on the exterior slopes has not been maintained due to the inactive conditions, 

and small and large trees have grown up on the slope.  No indications of structural distress 

to the dike from the tree growth were seen. 

 

Southern Ash Area 

1. No evidence of excessive, erosion, instability or settlement of the dikes was observed. In 

general, the ash pond dikes appear to be in good condition and well maintained. The 
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discharge structures appear to be in generally in good condition.   

 

2. Seepage is present at localized spots on the lower portion of the south dike, the base of the 

east dike and at the southeast corner of the pond dike.  The seepage on the south dike 

appears to have increased slightly in recent years. Possible remedial measures should be 

considered, consistent with the potential future use plans for the ash pond. 

 

3. The toe drain installed along the south dike continues to function.  Outlets from the drain 

into the drainage ditch are partially blocked with soil and need to be cleaned. The outlet 

ditch from the toe drain is being well maintained .   

 

4. Local erosion along the interior slopes of the south dike and the dike separating the pond 

from the settlement basin has generally been covered by ash and has thick growth of reeds 

limiting risk of further erosion. 

 

5. No emergency actions are necessary related to dike stability or seepage.  

 

 
1.4 Recommendations 
 
 
Based on the field inspection and review of available data, the following recommendations are 
made: 
 
Northern Ash Area 

1. Locally steep areas resulting from past slumping activity or erosion should be considered 

for remedial work.  The separate engineering study described in this report provides 

specific recommendations.  Implementation of recommendations should be considered in 

conjunction with Progress Energy’s plans for future use and life of the ash pond. 

2.  A plan for management of tree growth on the exterior slopes should be developed that is 

consistent with Progress Energy’s plans for future use and life of the ash area. 

 
Southern Ash Area 

1. Local seepage on the south dike slope and at the toe of the east dike and the southeast 

corner of the pond should be observed during the normal monthly inspections for change 
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in volume of flow or appearance of soil fines in the seepage.  Changes should be brought 

to the attention of Progress Energy’s engineering support personnel. 

2. Remedial measures for seepage effects on the south dike should be considered as discussed 

in the separate engineering study report. 

3. The eroded spots on the interior of the south dike and the separator dike should be watched 

for signs of enlargement.  If the areas enlarge, placement of geotextile and rip rap should 

be done. 

4. The outlets of the toe drain pipes at the collector ditch should be cleared of sediment that 

reduces free flow of water out of the pipes.  
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2.0 ASH POND DESCRIPTION 
 
The ash pond area is located east of the generating plant, which is located on the east bank of the 

Lumber River about one mile southeast of Lumberton, North Carolina. The latitude and longitude 

of the pond are: N34035’25”, W78058’06”. Exhibit 1 shows the plant location.  Exhibit 2 shows the 

location of the ash pond relative to the plant and the area descriptions.  The ash ponds were created 

by constructing total perimeter dikes above the original ground. 

 
The first diked area for receiving sluiced ash was created in a wooded area about 1600 feet north of 

the generating units.  As the plant expanded and ash volume increased, additional diked areas to 

receive sluiced ash were constructed to the south of the original pond. Exhibit 3 shows the 

sequence of these ash pond constructions based on review of plant records.  The last dikes were 

constructed in 1979.  For purposes of this report, the ash pond has been divided into a Northern 

Ash Area and a Southern Ash Area as indicated on Exhibit 2, roughly corresponding to the division 

between the last dike construction in 1979 and the original dikes.  

 

2.1 Northern Ash Area 
 
A review of  available drawings and photographs on file at the Weatherspoon Plant did not disclose 

specific design or construction records for the first ash pond areas (designated as Areas A and B on 

Exhibit 3).  A photograph from 1955 (Exhibit 4) shows the 1955 original ash pond dike near 

completion.   

 

A plant construction photograph from 1948 shows the ash pond area prior to construction, and 

indicates the ash pond north area was wooded (Exhibit 5).  The rail line entry to the plant is along 

the north and west edges of the original ash pond area. An excavation was required for the rail line. 

A construction photograph from 1949 (Exhibit 6) shows that the excavated material was cast up to 

become a material source for some of the original dikes.  

 

While there are no plans, topographic mapping conducted in 1973 by Olsen Associates, by Smith 

and Smith in 1990 and by McKim and Creed in 2010 (Exhibit 7) all indicate crest elevations in the 

range of 143 feet to 146 feet.  Current survey elevations are referenced to the North American 

Vertical Datum, 1988; older surveys are likely referenced to the 1929 USGS datum.  There is an 

approximate 1 to 1.5 foot difference between the two datums in the Lumberton area, with the 1988 
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datum being lower than the 1929 datum.  Thus, a direct comparison of elevations shown on older 

drawings to those on current drawings is misleading.  

 
Additional dike construction in the Northern Ash Area occurred between the 1950’s and 1979 as 

shown on Exhibit 3.  A file review at the Weatherspoon Plant found only the above referenced Site 

Plan prepared in 1973 by Olsen Associates.  Topographic contours of the exterior slopes of dikes 

that were present in the southern portion of the Northern Ash Area indicate slopes that ranged from 

approximately 2(H) : 1(V) to 3(H) : 1(V). 

 

2.2     Southern Ash Area 

The last ash pond perimeter dike construction was done in 1979 by extending dikes south of the 

previous ash ponds as shown on Exhibit 8 (CP&L Drawing No. RCD-1280). Design was done by 

Progress Energy (then known as CP&L) personnel and construction was done under CP&L 

supervision. 

 

Exhibit 9 (CP&L Drawing No. RCD- 1281) contains cross sections of the dikes. The crest of the 

dikes is at Elevation 145 feet, the crest width is 12 feet, the inside slope is 2(H): 1 (V), and the 

outside slope is 2.5(H): 1(V). A berm, 16 feet wide, was provided on the outside slope of the south 

dike at Elevation 123 feet. The maximum height of the dikes is about 28 feet. The maximum 

operating pond level is Elevation 143.0 feet. 

 

Over time, as ash began to fill the 1979 pond, several episodes of dry stacking and construction of 

interior containment areas occurred in both the Northern Ash Area and the north portion of the 

Southern Ash Area.  The dikes for such areas are not considered by Dam Safety as jurisdictional, 

and are not addressed in this report.     

 

Ash is currently discharged into an interior containment area.  Water from this area is directed to 

the south end of the 1979 Ash Pond area where the permanent pond discharge structures are 

present.  The permanent pond discharge structures consist of a vertical 24-inch diameter concrete 

pipe connected to a 24-inch diameter concrete outlet pipe that releases water into a settling basin.  

The same type of discharge structure is present in the settling basin, and outflow is directed into a 

channel that leads to the cooling lake. 
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Based on the height of the dikes and the available storage capacity, the dam is classified as “small” in 

accordance with North Carolina Dam Safety Regulations(3)  The area downstream of the ash pond 

dikes is undeveloped agricultural land, woods and the Cooling Pond.  The rail spur leading to the 

plant is present north of the Northern Ash Area.  A drainage swale and small creek exist between the 

rail spur and the dikes.   Failure of the ash pond dikes would not endanger lives or cause severe 

damage to the downstream facilities.  Ash released from the pond in the event of a failure could 

ultimately reach the Lumber River and expose Progress Energy to a Notice of Violation of the plant’s 

NPDES permit.  Considering the extent of damage that would result from failure, a hazard 

classification of “low” using the USCOE categories has been used in all prior inspections.  NCDENR 

Dam Safety has reviewed the potential for ash released to create environmental impacts and has 

classified the dam as “Intermediate” with respect to hazard.    

 

Further details about the dike design and construction of the 1979 Ash Pond Dikes are contained in 

the Historical Volume dated 1995(5). 
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3.0  ACTIVITIES SINCE 2005 INSPECTION 

 

Progress Energy personnel actively maintain and inspect the active ash pond dikes. Weekly and 

monthly inspections are conducted by plant maintenance staff. The following actions related to 

the performance of the dikes, some in response to the 2005 inspection, were taken since the 2005 

field inspection by an independent consultant. 
  
 
3.1 Maintenance Activities 
 

Routine maintenance consists of cutting excess vegetation on the exterior slopes and mowing the 

crest and upper portions of the slopes. The grass cutting activities have been limited to the 

interior areas in the Northern Ash Area and all of the Southern Ash Area.  Trees growing on the 

exterior slopes of the Northern Ash Area have not been cut over the years because this area has 

contained no ash slurry for many years and was considered outside the active ash storage pond. 

 

The head walls for the culvert carrying the ash pond outflow under the cooling pond access road 

were replaced since the 2005 inspection. 

 

3.2      Engineering Inspections 

 

MACTEC personnel conducted brief site visits in 2006 through 2009 for limited field 

inspections.  These limited field inspections, focused on the Southern Ash Area, found generally 

good conditions.  The conditions observed were summarized in brief reports. 

.   

Progress Energy  personnel conduct visual observations of the dikes as part of the weekly Fuel 

Handling Operations environmental checks under plant procedure 4.3-6. A separate monthly 

inspection is also conducted specifically targeted to the dike conditions under Progress Energy 

procedure EVC-WSPC-00029, implemented in October, 2009 (Exhibit 10).   Review of the 

monthly inspection file for 2005 through spring, 2010 indicated the reports are adequate. As a 

result of the Dam Safety inspection visit, additional attention is being given to the conditions 

along the north dike in the Northern Ash Area.   
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On January  27, 2010, representatives of NCDENR Dam Safety conducted their first site visit to 

inspect the dikes.  The results of their inspection were presented in a Notice of Deficiency letter 

dated April 29, 2010 (Exhibit 11).  Two conditions were cited: 

 

• Excessive seepage on the south dike of the Southern Ash Area, and  

• Presence of large trees on exterior slopes of the northern and eastern dikes. 

 

Progress Energy implemented activities to respond to the deficiencies, including retaining 

MACTEC to conduct seepage and stability review work.  The results of that work were presented 

in a MACTEC preliminary report dated September 27, 2010 (6) that was provided to NCDENR 

Dam Safety. 
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4.0 FIELD INSPECTION OBSERVATIONS 
 
 
4.1 Method of Inspection 
 
The field inspection for the Ash Pond Dike at the W.H. Weatherspoon Plant was conducted April 

9, 2010 by Al Tice and Sharat Gollamudi of MACTEC.  Mr. Larry Baxley, plant environmental 

coordinator and Mr. Keith Long from the fuel handling group accompanied MACTEC on the field 

visit.    
 

A visual inspection was made of the dikes and appurtenant structures on foot or from a slow 

moving vehicle.  Observations were made of the condition of the crest, interior and exterior slopes 

and structures where foot-accessible. Photographs were taken to document existing conditions.  

Selected photographs are contained in Appendix A. The location and orientation of each 

photograph is shown on the Photograph Location Map also contained in the Appendix.  In general, 

comparison of the 2010 photographs of the Southern Ash Area with comparable 2005 photographs 

showed no significant change in conditions.   

 

Past inspections have focused on the Southern Ash Area (1979 Ash Pond) where water is 

impounded.  The 2010 inspection included observation of the entire perimeter dikes, including 

spots marked by Dam Safety by red flagging during their January, 27, 2010 site visit.  For 

purposes of this report, the Northern Ash Area and the Southern Ash Area are discussed 

separately. 

 
4.2 Northern Ash Area 
 
There was no water or slurry ash adjacent to the perimeter dikes of the Northern Ash Area.  A 

small amount of standing water from rainfall was present in a low area at the northeast corner of 

the Northern Ash Area, near the location of original discharge pipe that is no longer present. 

 
4.2.1 Crest 

 
No areas of concern were noted on the crest of the dike. The crest is relatively level and has a thin, 

but adequate, grass cover with some gravel (Photographs 1 and 2).  
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4.2.2 Interior Slopes 

 

The interior slopes are mostly covered by dry sedimented ash that has a good grass cover 

(Photographs 1, 3 and 4).  A few old trees are present along the edge of the dike crest in one area 

(Photograph 4); these trees present no concerns for dike stability.  The sedimented ash extends 

approximately 80 to 100 feet south to the toe of one of the interior containment dikes.  Grading has 

been conducted to create a drainage swale to guide rainfall east to a low area where it is allowed to 

infiltrate (Photograph 3).  Where interior slopes are exposed around the lower area at the northeast 

corner, they are covered with grass, reeds and small brush (Photograph 5).  No indications of slope 

stability concerns were observed on these exposed segments of the interior slope.    

 

4.2.3 Exterior Slopes 

 

The exterior slopes from the plant road access ramp on the west side to the start of the north dike 

are generally covered with small brush and kudzu (Photograph 6).  There is one section 

approximately 125 feet in length where near vertical slopes are present (Photograph 7). The dike 

height in this area is low (< 10 feet), and there are no indications of active or recent slumping.  The 

area at the toe of the west side dike is topographically low, and some standing water can be seen 

during periods of rain.    There is old sedimented ash adjacent to the dike crest and level with the 

crest on the interior.  Even if a regressive slumping occurred, its effect would be to reduce the 

travel path width on the dike crest and not cause a breach or release of ash.  MACTEC 

recommends a plan be developed to address the near vertical slope area by either moving the dike 

crest travel area to the west (out onto the sedimented ash), by using soil anchors to provide 

stabilization, or by placing a rip rap berm along the toe.   

 

The exterior slope along the northern and eastern dike has moderate to thick growth of brush and 

trees.  Some trees are 8 to 12 inches in diameter.  The slope has segments with signs of old 

slumping or erosion, leaving steep slopes (Photographs 8 and 9).  A notable area is at the former 

discharge pipe (Photograph 10).  None of the areas show signs of recent activity.  The slope angle 

outside the irregular areas is typically 2(H) : 1(V).   

 

In some spots,  Progress Energy plant personnel have placed timbers along the edge of the exterior 

slope, at the crest level, to provide lateral restraint against local sloughing of the dike crest edge 
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(Photograph 11).  These areas are also associated with locally steep upper slope conditions that 

may represent old shallow slumps.  These areas did not show signs of recent activity. 

 

MACTEC was authorized by Progress Energy to conduct a separate study for evaluation of the 

dike stability and to recommend needed actions. The report of that work, issued separately(5), 

recommends providing soil anchors, slope flattening or stability berms at locations having low 

factors of safety consistent with the future useful life of the dikes.  Progress Energy is developing 

plans for addressing the tree growth consistent with future use expectations for the Northern Ash 

Area as requested by the Dam Safety Notice of Deficiency (Exhibit 11). 

 

Reconnaissance along the lower portions and toe areas of the Northern Ash Area dikes did not find 

indications of seepage or wet areas.   

 

4.3    Southern Ash Area 

Water resulting from placement of slurried ash is impounded in the southeastern corner of the 

Southern Ash Area, where the pond discharge structure and the settling basin are present.  The ash 

pond level was estimated at Elevation 141.5; the water surface was at the top of the inlet riser. As 

can be seen on Exhibit 2, the area of impounded water comprises about 10 percent of the overall 

area.  There are drainage swales along the west and east sides adjacent to the dikes that carry water 

discharged from interior containment areas to the area at the pond discharge structure. 

  

The embankment crest and side slopes were visually examined. No significant evidence of erosion, 

settlement or instability was found. Overall, the dikes are in satisfactory condition and are being 

well maintained. Dike crest width and side slopes are consistent with the design dimensions.  

Seepage conditions along the east dike toe area are similar to previous observations, but the areas 

of seepage and the amounts were slightly greater on the south dike. 

 

4.3.1 Crest 

No areas of concern were noted on the crest of the dike. The crest is relatively level and has a thin, 

but adequate, grass cover (Photographs  12, 13 and 14). An area of the separating dike between the 

pond and the settling basin was repaired in 1990 when seepage was observed as the pond level was 

being raised. The repaired area appears as a slight “hump” in the dike. There were no indications 

of seepage seen in this area during our inspection. 
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4.3.2 Interior Slopes 

The interior slopes are well vegetated and the vegetation is well maintained (Photographs 13, 15, 

16 and 17). Previous inspections have noted beaching erosion along some portions of the south 

dike.  The beaching erosion areas appear inactive and grown over with reeds and grass 

(Photograph 18).  The pond-side slope of the separating dike and the interior slope on the southern 

portion of the east dike also show some effects of past wave erosion with local sections of near 

vertical slopes for 1 to 2 feet above the water line. These dike sections appear to be down wind of 

the prevailing wind direction.  

 

The limited depth of water and the small area of impounded water limit the potential for 

significant wave erosion.  Reed growth is prevalent and serves to protect the slopes against 

increase in beaching erosion.  We recommend closely watching these areas for indications of 

enlargement of the existing erosion.  Placement of geotextile and riprap may be needed if the 

eroded areas show signs of enlarging. 

 

4.3.3 Exterior Slopes 

The exterior slopes are well grassed, and the vegetation is well maintained (Photographs 19, 20 

and 21).  Occasional small trees are present that have been previously cut, and show signs of 

regrowth.  The plant should continue the normal vegetation cutting.    

 

The east dike exterior slope and area adjacent to the toe have a history of wet areas.  The area was 

as seen before with some soft, wet spots but no active seepage (Photograph 19).  The wet areas 

extend a maximum of five feet up the dike from the toe. 
 

At the southeast corner of the ash pond, wet spots have been noted adjacent to the toe of the slope 

during past inspections with no seepage flow seen.  The area was wet, and some rutting from 

mowing traffic was observed (Photograph 22).  No flowing seepage was seen.  The dike slope was 

moist to wet for about 1 to 2 feet up the slope. 

  

The exterior slope of the south dike has had localized wet spots and slight seepage noted in past 

inspections.  An exploration and evaluation of the worst areas was conducted in 1993 that 
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concluded the overall stability of the dike was satisfactory.  Progess Energy installed a toe drain 

with lateral outlets in the area in 1994 that continues to have slight water exiting the outlets.   

 

Conditions on the south exterior slope were generally similar to those seen in past visits 

(Photograph 23), but wet areas appeared to be expanded from the last inspection.  In past 

inspections, an area of slightly increased wetness and minor seepage was noted in the lower third 

of the slope, near the middle row of the old water level casings.  This area appeared similar to the 

previous observations (Photograph 24). Seasonal variation in amount of seepage has been noted by 

Progress Energy personnel and by MACTEC during past inspections.  Progress Energy personnel 

had placed some sand fill over one wet slope area since the last inspection visit in 2009.  This area 

had sparse grass cover, but no signs of surface erosion (Photograph 25).    

 

Past studies of the wet areas and seepage in the south dike indicated that the seepage may be from 

rainwater saturating sandier materials near the fill surface and being trapped by clayey materials 

within the dike, thus flowing downslope and emerging as seepage.  The seepage was concluded as 

not being from the pond itself.  As noted during the current field inspection, seepage areas appear 

to be slightly larger and there is some slight ooze/flow in some spots.  A separate evaluation of the 

stability and seepage of the dikes in the Southern Ash Area was authorized by Progress Energy.  

The report, issued separately(6), concluded the dikes were generally satisfactory with respect to 

slope stability, and recommended improvements along the south dike at the seepage areas.  

Progress Energy is developing plans for improvements to be consistent with the useful life of the 

pond area.  Until such improvements are made, the plant personnel conducting monthly 

inspections should watch the identified seepage areas closely for signs of change or enlargement 

and notify Progress Energy engineers if such signs are found.   

 

The toe drain was installed in 1994 has solid outlet pipes leading to the drainage ditch adjacent to 

the south dike toe road.  The area around theoutlets of the toe drain have been cleaned and marked 

for easy location.  Only very slight flow was emerging from some of the drains.  The flow was 

orange-stained.  The flow was not carrying soil fines, and no accumulation of soil fines at the 

outlets was observed.  We observed that soil had accumulated in some of the drain outlet pipes and 

was partly restricting flow.  MACTEC used a hand auger to partially remove soil blockage and 

noted a rapid increase in flow that subsided after about 15 minutes to a more typical rate.  
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Photograph 26 shows the outlet after soil removal.  We recommend that all of the outlet pipes be 

cleaned out.   

 

The ditch that carries the flow from the toe drain outlets and surface runoff was sufficiently clear 

of potential vegetation that would block flow into the outfall ditch (Photograph 27).   

 
 
4.4     Discharge Structures 
 
The pond water flows through a skimmer discharge structure to a settling pond. Water from the 

settling pond flows into a skimmer type inlet and discharges through a 24-inch diameter concrete 

pipe. Both skimmer structures are in good condition (Photographs 28 and 17).  The skimmer for 

the main pond is slightly tilted as a result of a slight mis-alignment during recent removal in 

anticipation of a hurricane in 2009 and replacement.  The mis-alignment does not impact the 

function of the vertical riser.  The outflow pipe from the settling basin is in good condition at the 

outlet end (Photograph 29) and no signs of water flowing around the exterior of the pipe were 

seen. 

 

The outflow from the discharge pipe flows in a channel which has rip rap and vegetation, and then 

through a culvert under the access road to the Cooling Lake (Photograph 30). The timber 

headwalls for this culvert were replaced by concrete walls since the 2005 inspection. 

 

The ash discharge line is supported on timbers laid on the sedimented ash. The discharge is into an 

interior containment area. 
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Document title 
 

W.H. Weatherspoon Plant Dam and Dike Inspection 
Procedure 
 
Document number 
 

EVC-WSPC-00029 
 
Applies to: W.H. Weatherspoon Fossil Plant - Carolinas 
 
Keywords: environmental 
 
 
    

 Organizational Applicability 
 OPS ENG WMT TRN ENV FIN ICT ADM 
 X X   X   X 
         
         
         
         
         
         

1.0 PURPOSE 
 
1.1 The purpose of this program is to implement a dam and dike inspection procedure that 

effectively identifies any signs of potential problems that may require a repair or special 
attention.   This procedure is also intended to comply with the requirements specified in 
corporate document - Non-Hydroelectric Facility Dam and Dike Inspection Program 
Manual.   
 

2.0 TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 
 
2.1 Breach – An opening or a breakthrough of a dam sometimes caused by rapid erosion of a 

section of earth or ash embankment by water. 
 
2.2 Dam – An artificial barrier constructed to impound or divert water or liquefied material.   
 
2.3 Dam Emergency Notification – A document that identifies potential emergency conditions at 

a dam or dike and specifies preplanned actions to be followed to minimize impacts to the 
environment.  

 
2.4 Dike/levee – Any artificial barrier that will divert or restrain the flow of a stream or other 

body of water for the purpose of protecting an area from flooding by flow waters.  
 
2.5 Distress – A condition of severe stress, strain, or deterioration indicating possible or 

potential failure. 
 
  

Legend: 
OPS Operations 
ENG Engineering 
WMT Work Management 
TRN Training 
ENV Environmental 
FIN Financial 
ICT Combustion Turbine 
ADM Administrative 
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2.6 Embankment – Fill material placed with sloping sides and usually with a length greater than 
its height.  An “embankment” is a part of a dam. 

 
2.7 Freeboard – The vertical dimension between the crest of the dam at its lowest point and the 

reservoir water surface. 
 
2.8 Riprap – A layer of large stones, broken rock, or precast blocks placed in random fashion 

on the upstream slope of an embankment dam. The purpose of riprap is to aid in the 
prevention of degradation of the structural fill portion of the dam. 

 
2.9 Seepage – The slow oozing of a fluid through a permeable material.   A small amount of 

seepage will normally occur in any dam or embankment that retains water.  The rate will 
depend on the relative permeability of the material in and under the structure, the depth of 
water behind the structure, and the length of the path the water must travel through or 
under the structure. 

 
2.10 Spillway/weir – A passage to conduct excess water or other liquid safely through, over, or 

around a dam or other artificial barrier that impounds the liquid. 
 
3.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Dam safety issues at W.H. Weatherspoon Plant fall under the regulatory jurisdiction of the 
North Carolina Utilities Commission (NCUC).  This procedure specifies how the 
Weatherspoon Plant completes and documents dam and dike inspections. In the event of 
an ash pond release, all employees shall reference Weatherspoon Fossil Plant Dam 
Emergency Notification Procedure:  EMG-WSPC-00003. 

 
3.1 Plant Manager 
 

The plant manager is the person responsible for implementing the dam and dike inspection 
procedure.  Implementation includes ensuring that inspections are completed on the 
specified frequency and that appropriate funding is available to correct any identified 
problems or deficiencies. 

 
3.2 Plant Environmental Coordinator 
 

The plant environmental coordinator has the primary responsibility of updating the dam and 
dike inspection procedure.  The procedure shall be updated every two years or in the event 
that inspection procedures and/or practices need to be added and/or modified. 

  
The plant environmental coordinator will assist in ensuring that the dam and dike 
inspections are completed by the specified frequency.  The plant environmental coordinator 
will review the inspection reports and file in the appropriate file point location of 13580-C. 
 
The plant environmental coordinator will assist in ensuring that inspection 
recommendations and deficiencies are addressed in a timely manner.  The plant 
environmental coordinator will contact the Dam and Dike Program Manager – Field 
Engineering of conditions found during inspection (including construction on or in close 
proximity to dams) and if inspection results indicate any significant problem(s). 
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The plant environmental coordinator will assist in scheduling annual inspection training.  
The inspection training will be conducted by a third party contractor after the third party 
contractor conducts the annual dam and dike inspection.   

 
3.3 Plant Chemistry Technicians 
 

The plant chemistry technicians are responsible for conducting the dam and dike 
inspections.  The plant chemistry technicians shall receive annual inspection training. 
 
The plant chemistry technicians will use and fill out Attachment 1 while conducting the dam 
and dike inspections.  The plant chemistry technicians will give the completed inspection 
forms to the plant environmental coordinator for review and filing.  If the inspection 
indicates issues and or problems with the dam and/or dikes, the plant chemistry technician 
will generate a work order to address the problem when appropriate. 

 
 
4.0 PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
 

Detailed inspections have the potential for injury to plant personnel.  Care must be used 
due to the high traffic volume on the constricted plant roads.  All plant procedures must be 
followed when crossing the train track rails.  Foot travel over uneven terrain is another 
common hazard. 

 
5.0 PREREQUISITES 
 

Annual dam and dike inspection training provided by a third party contractor. 
(Weatherspoon Dam Inspection Training Materials) 

 
 
6.0 MATERIAL AND SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 
 

Plant truck or other form of motorized transportation. 
 
7.0 BACKGROUND/HISTORY 
 
7.1 The ash pond was formed by an earth embankment in a more or less rectangular shape.  

The ash pond was last expanded in 1979 and now covers approximately 54.5 acres. 
 
7.2 In 2005 an interior geo-tube berm was installed to increase the storage capacity.  This geo-

tube berm is not considered to be a dike.  The original pond’s exterior dike is still the 
primary ash impoundment. 

 
7.3 In 2007 another interior triangular shaped lift was completed in the ash pond.  The plant 

began sluicing ash to this containment in June of 2007.  There is a gated valve that can 
control flow to either the upper geo-tube or the lower lifted area of the ash pond. The flow 
can be diverted for fill control purposes as well as for repair work to take place. 
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8.0 PROCEDURE 
 
8.1 The overall structural integrity of the ash pond shall be inspected on a monthly basis and if 

possible the inspection shall take place during periods of dry weather.   
 
8.2 Complete Attachment 1 while conducting the inspection. 
 
8.3 Return completed inspection form to the plant environmental coordinator. 
 

8.3.1 Discuss any noted issues or areas of concern. 
 
8.3.2 Initiate work request as needed to address issues or concerns. 
 
8.3.3 Route to plant manager for review. 
 
8.3.4 File completed form in 13580-C.          

     
9.0 RETURN TO NORMAL 
  
 None 
 
10.0 DOCUMENTATION 
 

Attachment 1: Weatherspoon Plant Dam and Dike Inspection Form  
             
              

11.0 REFERENCES 
 

Weatherspoon Fossil Plant Dam Emergency Notification Procedure:  EMG-WSPC-00003 
 
Weatherspoon Data Sheet for Dam Emergency Notifications FRM-WSPC-00024 
 
Non-Hydroelectric Facility Dam and Dike Inspection Program Manual 
 
Weatherspoon Dam Inspection Training Materials 
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Attachment No. 1 
File Point: 13580-C  

Weatherspoon Plant 
Monthly Inspection Form 

 
Date inspected (Month/Day/Year):  _____________      Inspected by: ______________________ 
 
Conditions/Weather around time of Inspection (If possible, perform inspection during dry weather): 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Was previous monthly report reviewed? _____________________________________ 
 
Ash Pond: 

Parameter to be 
Inspected 

Condition 
 

Location of 
Problem 

Corrective 
Action Taken 

(i.e., work order 
submitted) 

Comments - 
Any early 

warning signs?No 
Issues 

Issues 
Exist 

Vegetation growth, 
including trees 

     

Overall condition of 
pond (overflow likely) 

     

Erosion control of 
exterior slopes 

     

Erosion control of 
interior banks/slopes 
(wave-induced 
beaching erosion or 
from animal burrows) 

     

Seepage control of 
embankment/slopes 

     

Interior geo-tube berm 
spillway 
(blocked or plugged) 

     

Drainage pipe from 
interior lifted berm to 
flood control area 
(blocked or plugged) 

     

Ash pond outflow to 
cooling pond (water 
exiting appears)  
 

     

 
Additional 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Environmental Coordinator: ___________________   Plant Manager______________________ 
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

 
Photograph 1:  Crest and interior area – Northern Ash Area, north dike.   

 
 

Photograph 2:  Crest and interior area – Northern Ash Area, north dike.   
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

 
Photograph 3: Interior drainage swale – Northern Ash Area, north dike. 

 
 

 
Photograph 4: Interior area, local tree presence – Northern Ash Area, north dike. 
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

 
Photograph 5: Local standing water near old pond discharge – Northern Ash Area. 

 
 

 
Photograph 6:  Exterior slope – Northern Ash Area, west dike. Note vegetation. 
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

Photograph 7:  Local steep scarp on exterior slope – Northern Ash Area, west dike. 
 

 
Photograph 8:  Tree growth on exterior slope – Northern Ash Area, north dike.  
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

 
Photograph 9: Typical bench and tree growth – Northern Ash Area, west end north dike. 

 

 
Photograph 10:  Remnants of old pond discharge pipe – Northern Ash Area, east dike. 
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

 
Photograph 11:  Local timber restraint at crest level – Northern Ash Area, north dike.   

 

 
Photograph 12:   Crest and interior slope – Southern Ash Area, east dike. 
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

 
Photograph 13: Crest and interior slope – Southern Ash Area, south dike. 

 

 
Photograph 14:  Crest of west dike, Southern Ash Area. 
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

 
Photograph 15: Interior slope and ash/water channel – Southern Ash Area, east dike. 

 
 

 
Photograph 16:   Interior slope – Southern Ash Area, west dike. 
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

 
Photograph 17:  Interior slopes and skimmer, settling basin – Southern Ash Area. 

 

 
Photograph 18:   Old beaching erosion on south dike – Southern Ash Area. 
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

 
Photograph 19:  Exterior slope and toe wet area – Southern Ash Area, east dike. 

 

 
Photograph 20:   Exterior slope and toe road – Southern Ash Area, south dike. 
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

 
Photograph 21:  Exterior slope – Southern Ash Area, west dike. 

 

 
Photograph 22:   Local wet areas and slight seepage – Southern Ash Area, southeast 

corner at settling basin dike. 
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

 
Photograph23:  Toe of south dike – Southern Ash Area. 

 

 
Photograph 24:   Seepage spot on dike toe – Southern Ash Area, south dike. 
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

 
Photograph 25:  Sand fill placed on seepage area – Southern Ash Area, south dike. 

 

 
Photograph 26:   Toe drain outlet pipe after cleaning – Southern Ash Area, south dike. 
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Photographs by S. Gollamudi or J.A. Tice      
April 9, 2010, or as noted on photo 
    

 
Photograph 27:  Drainage swale along toe or south dike – Southern Ash Area. 

 

 
Photograph 28:   Skimmer structure for Southern Ash Area. 
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Photograph 29:  Discharge pipe outlet from Settling Basin – Southern Ash Area. 

 

 
Photograph 30:   Outflow channel toward Cooling Lake – Southern Ash Area. 
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1.0 Executive Summary 

The Progress Energy Weatherspoon Plant Ash Pond is a storage area for coal combustion byproducts.  
The Ash Pond Dam is an approximately 28-foot high earthen dam. The impoundment has a normal 
surface area of approximately 48 acres and a maximum storage capacity of approximately 728 acre-feet.  
This report summarizes the dam breach and breach inundation analyses completed for the Weatherspoon 
Ash Pond Dam. The analyses were completed for a wet weather failure and a dry weather failure. The 
breach flood wave was routed along an on-site discharge canal to the Lumber River.  The breach flood 
wave was routed through the floodplain using Hydrologic Engineering Center – River Analysis System 
(HEC-RAS) version 4.1 (US Army Corps of Engineers, 2010).   
 
These analyses are intended to be conservative, using worst case assumptions related to failure events, for 
use in an Emergency Action Plan for the facility.  Data for the hydraulic analyses were obtained from 
readily available information.  The HEC-RAS model developed by the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) for the preparation of the Robeson County Flood Insurance Study was used to analyze 
the resulting inundation extent of the breach wave.   
 
Available information indicates that the constructed top width of the embankment is 12 feet and the crest 
elevation is 145.0 feet National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD 1929).  The design side slopes 
were estimated to be 2.5 foot horizontal to 1 foot vertical (2.5H:1V) on the exterior and 2H:1V on the 
interior.  The maximum height of the dam is 28 feet from crest low point to the downstream toe at an 
existing ditch.  The hydrologic design criterion for the storage area is the ability to safely pass one half of 
the probable maximum precipitation (PMP). 
 
The routing of the flood wave was accomplished using HEC-RAS.  The breach discharge was routed 
along a discharge canal to the Lumber River.  Most of the flood wave is dispersed along the route of the 
discharge canal before it arrives in the river as represented in the model. 
 
The breach parameters were developed pursuant to the empirical equations presented by Froehlich (1995) 
following the evaluation of 63 dam breaches.  The breach width estimates were based on a storage 
volume equal to 60 percent of the total capacity of the impoundment.  The bottom width of a trapezoidal-
shaped breach was estimated to be approximately 17 feet.  The bottom elevation of the breach was 
assumed to be at 130 feet NGVD.  Breach section side slopes of 1H:1V were chosen as they represent the 
upper limit of the typical range of values.  The breach development time was estimated to be 0.6 hour. 
 
A breach scenario into the Weatherspoon Cooling Pond was also considered as part of the inundation 
study.  The maximum storage capacity of the Weatherspoon Ash Pond was evaluated against the available 
storage capacity of the Cooling Pond.  The evaluation considered the inundation impact on the Cooling 
Pond in the event of a breach of the Ash Pond.  
 
The breach analyses indicate that the breach of the Weatherspoon Ash Pond into the discharge canal is 
not likely to cause a water level increase of greater than 1 foot by in the Lumber River within the extent 
of analyses.  The majority of flood attenuation occurs along the on-site discharge canal with controlled 
access.  Therefore it is apparent that a breach of the Ash Pond will not pose a significant risk to public 
safety. 
 
Additionally, a breach of Ash Pond to the Cooling Pond will result in an increase storage volume with the 
Cooling Pond.  However, at the current operating conditions, the Cooling Pond has sufficient capacity to 
store the breach from the Ash Pond. 
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2.0 Introduction 

This report summarizes dam breach analyses completed for the Ash Pond at the Progress Energy 
Weatherspoon Plant to determine the extent of the inundation resulting from a dam breach.  Analyses 
were completed using HEC-RAS, version 4.1 (US Army Corps of Engineers, 2010).  Basic pertinent 
information regarding the impoundment and dam is summarized in Table 1. 
 
Table 1.   Weatherspoon Ash Pond Structure Information 
Impoundment Name Weatherspoon Ash Pond
State Dam ID No Not assigned
Current Size Classification Small
Current Hazard Classification Intermediate
Location Latitude: 34.590          Longitude: -78.967 
County Robeson 
 Receiving Stream(s) Lumber River
Impoundment Area 48 acres 
Maximum Dam Height 28 feet (117 ft to 145 ft)
Normal Water Elevation 143 feet NGVD 
Maximum Depth 15 feet  
Maximum Hydraulic Storage Volume 728 acre-feet (as designed)  (1,284,000 cubic yards)
Material(s) Stored Coal combustion product
Storage status  Unknown
Principal Spillway Riser/Barrel
Emergency Spillway N/A 
Dam Minimum Section Top width: 12 feet,  Interior Slope: 2H:1V, 

Exterior Slope: 2.5H:1V 
Embankment Materials Earthen

3.0 Description of Facilities and Potentially Impacted Area 

3.1 General 

The Ash Pond Dam is used for storage of coal combustion byproducts produced at the Weatherspoon 
Plant.  The reservoir has a designed storage capacity of 728 acre-feet (AF) below the embankment crest 
elevation of 145 feet NGVD.  Information describing the characteristics of the impoundment, spillway 
facilities and maximum dam section are provided in Table 1. 
 
The breach flood wave was routed through an approximately 7500-ft long canal to the Lumber River 
channel.  There are no existing bridges or other structures along the drainage course that might be 
damaged by the breach. The analyses included an assessment of the sensitivity of the model predictions to 
various breach parameters and flowable impoundment storage volumes. 
 
Other potential Ash Pond dam breach locations were considered.  However, it was determined that other 
potential locations would drain through the Weatherspoon Plant area and into the Weatherspoon cooling 
reservoir which would accommodate the breach without significant rise in water level.  Consequently, the 
single breach location leading to the Lumber through the canal was analyzed.  The canal is located on the 
Weatherspoon Plant facility.  
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Based on available information there appears to be few, if any, inhabited structures along the floodplain 
of the Lumber River in the vicinity of the Weatherspoon Plant.  The nearest bridges to the Weatherspoon 
Ash Pond are South Roberts Avenue (Route 72) upstream and Matthews Bluff Road (County Road 2123) 
downstream.  Neither bridge will be adversely impacted as a result of a dam breach because the flood 
wave is attenuated along the drainage canal.  By the time the flood wave reaches the Lumber River, 
impacts are minimal and contained within the river banks. 

3.2 Impoundment and Embankment Characteristics 

The impoundment and embankment characteristics were based on information in a 2005 report prepared 
by MACTEC.  The elevation – volume curve for the Ash Pond is presented in Figure 1.   

 
 
 
Figure 1.  Weatherspoon Ash Pond Elevation – Storage Volume Curve 
 
The design top width of the embankment is 12 feet.  The design side slopes are 2H:1V on the interior and 
2.5H:1V the exterior.  The dam crest is approximately 28 feet above surrounding grade.  Excess water in 
the reservoir is discharged into a ditch leading to the Lumber River through a riser and barrel spillway 
with an overflow elevation of 143.0 ft NGVD.  The hydrologic design criterion for the storage area is the 
ability to safely pass one half of the PMP.  There is no drainage area to the Ash Pond except with the Ash 
Pond dike. 

4.0 Scope of Investigation 

This report summarizes the results of analyses completed to determine the extent of the inundation 
resulting from a breach of the Ash Pond dam.  The analyses extended as far downstream from the 
impoundment structure in question as significant impacts of a reasonable worst case scenario were 
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determined to propagate.  The extent of significant impacts was a site-specific determination, considering 
factors such as: 
 

 sensitivity of impacted features to high water level (human safety, property damage, emergency 
services demands, transportation systems, etc.), and 

 maximum water level relative to naturally occurring high water levels and fluctuations from 
precipitation events. 

 
Assessment of the risk of a dam breach occurrence was not part of this work; nor was detailed 
investigation of the most probable breach location or breach characteristics such as rate of growth, 
dimensions, and other information that would require more detailed geotechnical information including 
site-specific materials investigations, testing and analyses.  The detailed considerations and analyses 
required to develop a quantitative descriptive model of the fluidization of the coal combustion products 
(CCP) stored in this impoundment, the transport and settlement at downstream locations was also not 
included in the scope of this investigation.  Rather, it was assumed that the volume of fluid discharged as 
a result of a breach behaves as water, a Newtonian fluid in hydraulics terminology.  This is a conservative 
assumption because entrainment of solids in the fluids discharged would cause increased energy losses in 
the fluid, resulting in slower velocities, quicker flood wave dissipation due to loss of volume due to solids 
settling and other fluid mechanics considerations. 
 
Recognizing that conservative assumptions regarding breach formation characteristics, conditions at time 
of breach, along with an assumption that the entire impoundment volume is water would create an 
unrealistically conservative prediction, the analyses did include an assumption regarding the fraction of 
the total impoundment volume that would become fluidized and discharged.  Also recognizing that this is 
an assumption, a sensitivity assessment was completed to characterize resultant critical predictions of 
water levels and timing as a function of the assumed storage volume fluidized. 
 
Data for hydraulic model development came from readily available sources including the FEMA Flood 
Insurance Study model, LIDAR data from the NC Floodplain Mapping Program, and USGS gage data.   

5.0 Summary of Methods and Approach 

5.1 Hydraulic Analysis 

The hydraulic analyses completed for this study were based predominantly on application of the hydraulic 
model Hydraulic Engineering Center – River Analysis System (HEC-RAS), version 4.1 (USACE HEC, 
January 2010).  HEC-RAS is a general application, one-dimensional model that can perform unsteady 
flow routing through an open channel system that may also include culverts, bridges, levees, tributaries, 
storage areas and traversing dams.  Unsteady flow analyses deals with flow conditions that vary 
temporally and spatially. 
 
For this study, the general approach was to define the impoundment as a HEC-RAS storage area and 
analyze a dam breach using the lateral structure option to model the embankment to be breached.  A 
lateral structure in HEC-RAS is a structure located parallel to the flow direction of the river with flow 
over the structure being analyzed as a weir; for which a breach scenario can be prescribed.  The hydraulic 
model of the Lumber River developed by FEMA for the Flood Insurance Study of Robeson County was 
used to analyze the effects to the Lumber River resulting from the breach of the Ash Pond Dam.  A reach 
and storage area representing the canal and ash pond were added to the FIS model. 
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5.2 Boundary Conditions 

The inundation resulting from a breach of the embankment was analyzed for two separate weather 
conditions.  For both weather conditions, the boundaries of the Lumber River hydraulic model were 
described using a constant flow rate at the headwater of the model and a specified stage at the tailwater of 
the model.  The flow and tailwater stage of the Lumber River for a dry weather scenario was determined 
from the maximum monthly mean discharge for USGS streamflow gauge 02134500 – Lumber River at 
Boardman (Robeson County).  The boundary conditions for the wet weather condition were input as the 
flow rate and tailwater stage of the Lumber River for a 100-year frequency flood as specified in the Flood 
Insurance Study for Robeson County. 
 
The initial pool elevation for the dry weather scenario was set to the normal pool elevation of 143 feet 
NGVD.  The initial pool elevation for the wet weather scenario was set to the crest elevation of 145 feet 
NGVD. 

5.3 Embankment Breach  

The breach parameters were developed pursuant to the empirical equations presented by Froehlich (1995) 
following the evaluation of 63 dam breaches.  The breach width estimates were based on a storage 
volume equal to 60 percent of the total capacity of the impoundment.  It was assumed that 60 percent of 
the total water and solids volume of the Ash Pond would flow out of the pond.  The trapezoidal-shaped 
breach bottom width was estimated to be 17 feet for the wet weather failure scenario.  The breach bottom 
width was estimated to be 16 feet for the dry weather failure scenario.  The bottom elevation of the breach 
was assumed to be the elevation of the reservoir bottom, which is approximately 130 feet NGVD 1929.  
Side slopes of 1H:1V were chosen as they represent the upper limit of the typical range of values.  The 
breach development time was estimated at 0.6 hour.     

5.4 Flood Wave Routing 

The routing of the flood wave from the breach location to the Lumber River was accomplished by 
extracting topographical information from LIDAR elevation data available from the North Carolina Flood 
Mapping Program (NCFMP). The GIS dataset was converted into a continuous Triangulated Irregular 
Network (TIN) for the area along the flow paths of the flood wave. The flow path centerline was digitized 
from the flow lines for the drainage canal inferred from the TIN. The cross section lines were then drawn 
orthogonal to the inferred direction of flow. The topology of the flow path centerlines and geometry of the 
cross section lines were extracted from the TIN using HEC-GeoRAS version 4.1.1 (USACE HEC, 
September 2005). HEC-GeoRAS is an extension of ArcGIS developed by the USACE to perform spatial 
analysis of TINs, and extract geometric information from the TIN for direct import into a HEC-RAS 
geometry model. Following the import of the HEC-GeoRAS output file, a storage area element and in-
line structure element were incorporated into the model to simulate the impoundment and embankment, 
respectively.  Additionally, the Manning roughness values for the cross sections located along the flow 
paths were set to 0.12. 
 
Routing of the flood wave through the Lumber River was accomplished with the HEC-RAS model 
developed by FEMA for the Flood Insurance Study for Robeson County. 
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6.0 Model Stability 

Hydraulic models of unsteady flows inherently experience problems with stability of the model 
calculations.  HEC-RAS provides a limited number a means to control instability through input parameter 
selection and model operation control parameters.  The breach model was run for a range of inputs related 
not only to the breach size and rate of development, but other model inputs as well.  Doing so provides for 
development of a more robust model with regard to stability, as well as providing an assessment of 
sensitivity of the model to the varied inputs. 
 
To increase the stability of the routing model, a pilot channel was added along the entire breach flow path.  
Pilot channels are one of the available options to prevent the model from going unstable at low flows 
(USACE HEC, March 2008).  The pilot channels were given a width of 4 feet and a Manning roughness 
value of 0.2.  The high Manning value was chosen to restrict flow through the pilot channel during 
routing of the flood wave.   

7.0 Sensitivity Assessment 

There are several parameters that can be identified as potentially important to determining the prediction 
of results of a dam breach.  Not all, but most, of these are typically inputs to available dam breach models.  
These parameters have a significant amount of uncertainty in what a representative value might be.  In 
addition to these normal uncertainties, modeling of discharges from impoundments that contain material 
such as ash or gypsum that may be fluidized by a breach presents additional uncertainties. 
 
It is unlikely that all the contents of the 15-ft deep, 48-acre impoundment would become fluidized in the 
event of even an extremely large and rapid embankment breach.  To assess the impacts of the assumption 
regarding the fraction of total volume (solids and pore space water) that would be mobilized, various 
fractions of the total storage volume were assumed to be discharged.  The results of four simulations with 
various fractions of the total storage volume are presented below.  Additionally, model sensitivity to 
breach bottom width, breach development time, and breach side slopes were evaluated.  The results of the 
sensitivity analysis are presented in Tables 2 and 3. 
 
Table 2.  Results of Sensitivity Analysis for a Dry Weather Breach 

Modification Peak Discharge Rate 
(cubic feet per second) 

Peak Tailwater Stage 
(feet NAVD 1988) 

None 2,505 121.8 
Increased Breach Bottom 

Width by 50% 3,106 123.4 
Reduced Manning’s n 

Coefficient by 50% 2,547 122.0 
Increased Manning’s n 

Coefficient by 50% 2,547 122.0 
Reduced Breach 

Development Time to 0.25 hr 2,732 122.2 
Increased Breach 

Development Time to 0.75 hr 2,123 121.1 
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Table 3.  Peak Breach Discharge versus Discharge Volume for a Dry Weather Breach 
Percent of Total 

Volume 
Peak Discharge Rate  

(cubic feet per second) 
Discharge Volume 

(acre-feet) 
100% 2,825 711 
80% 2,761 585 
60% 2,505 455 
40% 2,173 323 

8.0 Summary of Selected Final Analyses  

8.1 Assumptions and Selected Inputs 

The sensitivity assessment indicates that minor changes in the maximum inundation will result from the 
modification of the selected parameters, with the most significant alteration in the breach hydrograph 
resulting from the increase in breach bottom width.  Increasing the breach bottom width by 50 percent 
results in a peak discharge rate increase of 601 cfs (24.0 percent).  The selected HEC-RAS model inputs 
for the final breach analyses are presented in Table 4. 
 
Table 4.  HEC-RAS Model Inputs 

Input Value 
Breach Development Time (minutes) 42 
Breach Bottom Width (feet) 17 feet * 
Breach Side Slopes (H:1V) 1 
Breach Bottom Elevation (feet NGVD 1929) 130 feet  
Breach Progression Rate Linear 
Computation time increment (seconds) 60 

* Breach bottom width was estimated to be 16 feet for the dry weather condition. 

8.2 Flood Wave Travel Time and Route of Travel 

It is important for emergency responders to have an estimate of how much time is available in the event 
of a dam failure to take action at various downstream locations.  The available time is not necessarily 
dependent on the time of arrival of the maximum water level, but the critical time is often dependent 
rather on a condition that is typically less clear – when impacts become critical. Perhaps the most 
apparent example of this is when access to an area becomes inundated, affecting the safety of movement 
of the public and emergency service workers.  A default initial impact of 1 foot of inundation was chosen 
since this is a value were egress by automobile becomes difficult. 
 
The flood wave travel time was determined for two initial conditions.  The first initial condition is 
representative of typical dry weather conditions where the pool elevation is at 143 feet NGVD 1929.  The 
second initial condition is representative of wet weather conditions where the pool elevation is at 145 feet 
NGVD 1929 and failure of the embankment occurs as a result of overtopping from high inflow. Flood 
wave travel time for dry weather and wet weather conditions are presented in Tables 4a and 4b. 
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Table 4a.  Flood Wave Travel Time (Dry Weather Conditions) 
 
 

Location 

 
Distance 

Downstream 
(miles)

 
Peak Inundation 

Depth 
(feet)

Time from Start of 
Breach (minutes)

At Initial 
Impacts 

At Peak 
Elevation 

Near Unnamed Tributary 
to Lumber River 

0.2 6.8 40 145 

Midway along Discharge 
Canal 

0.6 5.7 60 145 

Near State Road 2116 1.1 2.1 115 205 
 

Table 4b.  Flood Wave Travel Time (Wet Weather Conditions) 
 
 

Location 

 
Distance 

Downstream 
(miles)

 
Peak Inundation 

Depth 
(feet)

Time from Start of 
Breach (minutes)

At Initial 
Impacts 

At Peak 
Elevation 

Near Unnamed Tributary 
to Lumber River 

0.2 5.6 35 105 

Midway along Discharge 
Canal 

0.6 3.6 45 105 

Near State Road 2116 1.1 0.6 125 125 
 

 
Due to conveyance capacity and storage volume of Lumber River relative to the breach flood wave after 
passing through the drainage canal, minimal inundation is observed for both breach scenarios.  As a 
result, the ash pond breach produced no water level increase in the Lumber River of more than 1.0 foot 
compared to the no breach condition.  Discharge and stage hydrographs in the discharge canal are 
presented for the dry weather condition and the wet weather condition in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.  In 
the dry weather condition, the initial breach flood wave of ten feet attenuates to one foot by the time it 
reaches the Lumber River.  In the wet weather condition, the initial breach flood wave of 11 feet 
attenuates to two feet by the time it reaches the Lumber River. 
 

 
Figure 2.  Discharge and Stage Hydrographs at embankment, Dry Weather Breach 
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Figure 3.  Discharge and Stage Hydrographs at embankment, Wet Weather Breach 
 
Stream profiles depicting the effects to the Lumber River from the embankment breach for the dry and 
wet weather scenarios are provided in Figures 4 and 5.  The baseline stream profile is shown as well. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.  Breach Profile along Discharge Canal, Dry Weather Breach 
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Figure 5.  Breach Profile along Discharge Canal, Wet Weather Breach 
 

8.3 Breach Analysis of the Ash Pond to the Cooling Pond  

Based on the dike crest elevation of 113 feet and design parameters, the Weatherspoon Cooling Pond has 
a design maximum storage capacity of 930 acre-feet.  The Weatherspoon Cooling Pond has a design 
water level elevation of 110 feet.  The calculated excess storage of the Weatherspoon Cooling Pond, at 
the design water elevation, is 343 acre-feet.   
 
Based on design parameters, the Weatherspoon Ash Pond has a maximum available storage capacity of 
240 acre-feet. Therefore, in the event of an Ash Pond breach, the Cooling Pond is capable of storing the 
full contents of the Ash Pond with 103 acre-feet of remaining storage capacity.   Storage calculations are 
provided in Table 5. 
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Table 5.  Breach Analysis – Ash Pond to the Cooling Pond 
 
Weatherspoon Cooling Pond 

Crest Elevation:  113 feet
Bottom Elevation:  103 feet
Design Water Elevation: 110 feet
Water Elevation:  112 feet

Design Storage @ 110 feet 
                 
587   acre‐feet

Maximum Storage @ 112 
feet: 

                 
810   acre‐feet

Maximum Storage @ 113 
feet: 

                 
930   acre‐feet

Based on design documents for cooling pond

Weatherspoon Ash Pond 

Crest Elevation:  145 feet
Bottom Elevation:  117 feet
Maximum Storage:  240 acre‐feet

Breach Analysis 

Weatherspoon Pond

Maximum Capacity (ac‐ft) Available Storage (ac‐ft)  Excess Storage (ac‐ft)

Weatherspoon Ash Pond  240 343 103

Combined 240 < 343 103
 

8.4 Summary of Breach Analysis  

The breach analyses indicate that the breach of the Weatherspoon Ash Pond into the discharge canal is 
not likely to cause a water level increase of greater than 1 foot in the Lumber River.  The majority of 
flood attenuation occurs along the drainage canal.  A breach of Ash Pond to the Cooling Pond will result 
in an increase storage volume with the Cooling Pond.  However, at the current operating conditions, the 
Cooling Pond has sufficient capacity to store the breach.  Based on these model results, it appears that a 
breach of the Ash Pond will not pose a significant risk to public safety. 
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10.0  Abbreviations 

 
AF   acre-feet 
cfs   cubic feet per second 
FEMA   Federal Emergency Management Agency 
ft   feet 
GIS   geographic information system 
HEC-RAS  Hydrologic Engineering Center – River Analysis System 
HW   headwater (HEC-RAS) 
NGVD   National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 
NOAA   National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency 
PMP   Probable Maximum Precipitation 
RS   River Station (HEC-RAS) 
SCS   Soil Conservation Service 
TW   tailwater (HEC-RAS) 
USGS    United States Geological Survey 
WS   water surface (HEC-RAS)
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Ash Pond Sections and Details 
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Email Correspondence 2011.10.21 
  



From: Miller, Robert M
To: Story, Justin
Cc: Shmurak, Frederic; Holt, Fred; Harrison, Teresa; Baxley, Larry; Bryson, Robin R.
Subject: RE: Weatherspoon FTP Site
Date: Friday, October 21, 2011 8:55:53 AM

Justin,
 
I uploaded the drawings for the repairs that were completed to the WSPN FTP that you created,
shown below.  These drawings do not provide updated FOSs but if you reference the original dam
study provided earlier in the year, you will find the expected FOSs post-repairs.
 
Thank you and please let me know if you need any further documentation.
 
 

Rob Miller, EI
Civil/Environmental Engineer
Progress Energy - Power Generation Carolinas
Support Services - Field Engineering
Office: (919) 881-3849
Mobile: (919) 896-4048
 
 
 
From: Story, Justin [mailto:jstory@Dewberry.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 4:37 PM
To: Miller, Robert M
Cc: Shmurak, Frederic
Subject: Weatherspoon FTP Site
 

Rob,

Below is an FTP site you can transfer the data on. Let myself or Rick know if you have any
questions.

Thanks,
Justin R. Story, EI, LEED AP BD+C
Dewberry
2301 Rexwoods Drive
Suite 200
Raleigh, NC 27607-3366
919.424.3744 direct
919.881.9923 fax
www.dewberry.com 

ftp.dewberry.com

mailto:Robert.Miller2@pgnmail.com
mailto:jstory@Dewberry.com
mailto:fshmurak@dewberry.com
mailto:Fred.Holt@pgnmail.com
mailto:teresa.harrison@pgnmail.com
mailto:Larry.Baxley@pgnmail.com
mailto:robin.bryson@pgnmail.com
http://www.dewberry.com/


In the upper right hand side of the window, click "Page" "Open FTP Site in windows
explorer"

user - Weatherspoon

password - CUQ9XU (case sensitive)

Certain client Internet Explorer configurations (Internet Explorer 6) will allow you to access
via this link where you will not be prompted for username and password as it is embedded
within the link.

ftp://Weatherspoon:CUQ9XU@ftp.dewberry.com

You can also copy and paste the above link into your "My Computer" address bar and it
should open straight into Windows Explorer view.

Please note: Files that are not accessed within 5 days will be removed by the system
automatically. This site will expire next year on this day and no one will be able to logon to
the site. If necessary, when the site is nearing expiration, send an email to the helpdesk
asking for the expiration to be extended for another year.

Visit Dewberry’s website at www.dewberry.com 

This email transmission may contain confidential or privileged information. If you receive this email

message in error, notify the sender by email and delete the email without reading, copying or

disclosing the email contents. The unauthorized use or dissemination of any confidential or privileged

information contained in this email is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient and intentionally

intercept or forward this message to someone else, you may be subject to criminal and/or civil

penalties. See 18 U.S.C. 2511 et seq.
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PGN Weatherspoon Ash Pond Dike Repair 

Drawings 
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Dam Inspection Check List Form 
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